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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Executive Summary provides a high-level review of evaluation results for the Massachusetts EMS ISP
study.

The primary objectives of this study were to:
1) Identify Industry Standard Practices (ISPs) for Energy Management Systems (EMS) systems in
existing buildings 1 including: a) How end use customers use their systems; b) whether their systems
are under-utilized or in need of repair; c) Whether their systems have failed
2) Use this information from primary sources (both EMS vendor/RCx provider interviews and customer
site visits) to recommend: a) Criteria for distinguishing a measure event type as either replace-onfailure (ROF) or early replacement (ER) b) ISPs for EMS systems in ROF scenarios c) Areas for
further EMS research
3) Using this primary information to recommend evidentiary standards for defining EMS systems as
having failed. If possible, such standards should account for differences in the compliance
capabilities of C&I customers of different sizes.
4) Determining whether current Mass Save eligibility guidelines for EMS incentives are reasonable
based on current standard practices; 2 and
5) Allowing the evaluation team to test the feasibility of identifying the age, condition, and operating
parameters of an EMS system through both virtual and in-person site visits.

1Because the end user sample frame for this study came from the Massachusetts baseline study (MA19C09-B-BSLNSAT C&I Baseline Saturation Study

– On-site Inventory Assessment), the DNV team did not anticipate getting enough newly constructed sites to be able to make any
recommendations for an ISP for new construction. However, it did do a study of building control requirements in Massachusetts building codes.

2 These eligibility guidelines include: “1) Only EMS points associated with the control of non-lighting electric end uses and gas end uses are eligible for

incentives; 2) fuel controls, lighting controls, and alarm points are not eligible; 3) only the installation of a new EMS or expansion of an existing
system to control additional equipment is eligible for incentives; 4) the EMS must be installed in an existing building on existing equipment; 5)
the replacement of an operating EMS or existing control points or a software upgrade is not eligible for incentives; 6) the installation of EMS on
new equipment is not eligible for incentives; 7) an EMS shall include a central operator’s station including a central processing unit, PC (local or
remote), monitor, and printer; 8) the operator’s station shall be capable of monitoring all sensors and field devices in real time; and 9)
communications shall be via modem, communications bus, wireless device, or internet connection to other microprocessor-based field services.

DNV GL Headquarters, Veritasveien 1, P.O.Box 300, 1322 Høvik, Norway. Tel: +47 67 57 99 00. www.dnvgl.com
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The information from this study came from a mix
of primary and secondary sources including:
•

In-depth
interviews with
EMS/RCx
vendors

In-depth interviews with Massachusetts EMS
and Retrocommissioning (RCx) providers: The
DNV team completed interviews with 17
EMS/RCx vendors during the December 2020January 2021 period.

•

In-depth interviews and virtual site visits with
Massachusetts end use customers with
EMS/BAS systems: The DNV team completed
interviews with 26 end use customers during
the December 2020-February 2021 period.
The team also captured images of the front

In-depth end
user interviews,
virtual site visits

ends of the end users’ systems.
•

Review of Massachusetts building codes: The
team reviewed current Massachusetts building
codes to identify modes of control that are
required for systems that deliver building

Review of MA
building codes

conditioning.
•

Review of recent EMS impact evaluations: The
team reviewed recent EMS site evaluations to
explore how baseline assumptions influenced
the evaluated energy savings for these
projects.

The main body of this report provides additional
detail on these methods

Review of
recent EMS
impact
evaluations
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One of the key study objectives was to identify the prevalence of failed EMS/BAS systems in Massachusetts.
The DNV team asked the vendors to group the EMS/BAS systems they had encountered in Massachusetts
into four categories of condition/functionality: 1) Systems that have failed, with no remaining function, 2)
Systems that are only partly functional, 3) Systems that are fully functional but where there has been
significant overriding of the original controls, and 4) Systems that are totally functional. Figure 1-1 displays
the average estimated frequency for each of these four functionality categories. It shows that the vendors
estimated that 13% of the Massachusetts EMS/BAS systems were failed systems.
The team asked the vendors to define what they meant by a failed system. Common criteria they mentioned
were the loss of front-end control and monitoring and equipment failure (their actual definitions appear in
the main body of the report). Other findings from the vendors concerning system failure included:
•

The age of failed system: Their estimates averaged 15 years. When asked for the average age of these
failed systems if they had received regular maintenance, the vendors estimated 19 years. When the
team asked the vendors how long end users with failed systems typically go before getting their systems
replaced, the average estimate was five years.

•

Why customers allow system to fail: The top two reasons why customers allow systems to fail were cost
barriers (65% of vendors mentioned this) and loss of trained maintenance staff (24% of vendors)

•

How buildings are controlled with failed systems: When asked how companies with failed EMS/BAS
systems typically control their buildings, the large majority of vendors (82%) mentioned manual controls
or giving equipment standalone control capabilities, with overrides and the use of programmable
thermostats mentioned less frequently.

•

Company/building types more likely to have failed systems: The team asked the vendors whether they
had noticed any trends in building type or size among customers with failed or inoperable systems. They
named companies with limited capital, schools, and smaller buildings most frequently.

None of the end users said that their own EMS/BAS systems were totally inoperable, but some of them did
identify their systems as functioning sub optimally, as discussed in the next section.
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Figure 1-1. Vendor estimates of functionality range of MA EMS/BAS systems

n=16
Totally
functional, 20%

Fully functional
w/ significant
overrides, 28%
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Another research objective was to identify the prevalence of Massachusetts EMS/BAS systems that are
under-utilized or in need of repair. Some key findings concerning partially-functioning systems included:
•

The prevalence of partially functioning systems: The evaluation team asked the end users: "Is your
company’s EMS/BAS functioning in an optimal manner?” Sixty percent of the end users reported that
their systems were functioning optimally with 12% saying that most of their systems were functioning
optimally, and 28% saying that their systems were not functioning optimally.

•

Non-functioning or non-calibrated points: When asked what percentage of their installed input points
were still operating, most end users (65%) said that all their input points were still operating. Those end
users who reported that not all their points were operating still gave estimates of 90%-98%
functionality. The average reported functionality across all end users was 98%. The qualitative
responses indicated that most end users get the equipment repaired soon after an alarm goes off.
However, some end users observed that, while their points were working, it did not mean that they were
properly calibrated.

•

System overrides: Seventy-nine percent of end users reported that some of their EMS/BAS controls
were either currently overridden or had been overridden in the recent past. Several end users said that
due to the COVID-19 pandemic they had overridden the controls on the outside air intake to maximize
the amount of outside air coming into the building. One vendor who had also observed these overrides
wondered whether some building operators might forget to restore the old ventilation settings when the
pandemic is over.

•

Systems in need of repair or reprogramming: The team asked the end users: "Is your company’s
EMS/BAS in need of repair or reprogramming?" A third of the end users said their systems needed repair
or reprogramming.

•

Abandonment of partially functioning systems: The team asked the vendors whether they have come
across situations in which customers were no longer using an EMS/BAS system that was still totally or
partially functional. Sixty percent said that they had encountered such situations. When asked why
customers would discontinue using a workable EMS/BAS system, these vendors cited a variety of
reasons including lacking/losing the expertise to operate the system, tenant complaints about
temperature discomfort, and simply finding that manual control was more reliable.

MA20C03-B-EMSISP EMS ISP Study Final
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Another research objective was to characterize how Massachusetts customers use their EMS/BAS systems.
Some key findings on this topic include:
•

What systems are used to control: When asked how they use their EMS/BAS systems, the end users
most frequently mentioned using their systems for temperature control (67% of respondents),
scheduling the operation of their HVAC systems based on building occupancy patterns (56% of
respondents), and controlling the operations of their roof-top units (RTUs, 41% of respondents). Figure
1-2 shows the full range of responses.

•

What control sequences are typically installed: The evaluation team asked the EMS/RCx vendors which
control sequences they typically program when installing new EMS/BAS systems in buildings which
previously did not have such systems. It also asked them how frequently they install these sequences.
Scheduling, temperature setback, optimal start/stop, and trim and respond were the most-cited control
strategies.

•

Who in the company uses the system: Only 11% of the end users ceded management of their EMS/BAS
system to an outside vendor. Forty-four percent of the companies reported having only one or two
employees using the system. This limited access puts these companies at greater risk of loss of
institutional knowledge if the companies experience employee turnover. Yet this limited access also
likely reduces the chance that less-knowledgeable employees might override EMS/BAS functions that
should not be overridden.

•

Concerns about loss of system operator expertise: The team asked the end users: "Does your company
have any concerns that the staff operating this EMS may leave/retire?" About half (48%) of the end
users had such concerns.

•

Frequency of system use and alteration: Most (76%) of the end users reported accessing their EMS/BAS
systems daily. However, only a small minority of them said they make changes to their systems daily or
even weekly.
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Figure 1-2: How customers use their EMS/BAS

n=27
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Cooling tower control
VAV control
Unspecified HVAC control
Ventilation system control
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Backup generation control
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% of respondents
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*Other equipment controlled included duct heaters, fan coils, water heaters, PV systems, irrigation systems, fire
suppression systems, electric heating, vent dampers, furnaces, paddle fans, and motors. **Other uses included
detecting water in voltage rooms, monitoring chlorine injection in pools, logging filter changes, and logging runtime.
Percentages exceed 100% because interviewees could give multiple responses.
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The key findings concerning the replacement and upgrading of EMS/BAS systems included:
•

The frequency of replacing/upgrading systems: Sixty percent of the end users reported doing a recent
replacement or upgrade of their EMS/BAS system. However, when the evaluation team looked at the
descriptions of the replacements/upgrades that the end users provided, it determined that only one of
these projects was a true EMS/BAS replacement. In most cases (80%), the projects were expansions of
the EMS/BAS systems due to new equipment or a building expansion. A significant share of the projects
(40%) also involved software upgrades.

•

Reasons for replacing/upgrading systems: Building expansions, the installation of new equipment, and
the renovation or reuse of a building were the three reasons that end users mentioned most often for
replacement or upgrading of their EMS systems.

•

Who decides to replace/upgrade systems: End users reported that half the time the local facility
manager or site engineer was involved in the decision to replace/upgrade a system. Corporate
decisionmakers or school/municipal administrators were also named as project decision-makers.

•

End user concern about obsolete software: Forty-four percent of the end users had concerns about their
EMS/BAS software becoming obsolete.

•

What system components are replaced: The vendors said that most of the time (54% on average) they
replaced both the components (e.g., sensors and actuators) and the system hardware. A third of the
time they only replaced the system hardware and 14% of the time they only replaced components.

•

The age of replaced systems: The team asked the vendors about the average age of the EMS/BAS
systems they replaced. Their average estimate was 17 years.

•

The age of existing systems: The team asked the end users for the age of their current EMS/BAS
systems. The average age was 12 years with a median age of 13 years.

•

Changes to existing control settings/sequences: Sixty-nine percent of the vendors said that they change
the existing control settings/sequences when making software or hardware upgrades. Additionally, the
end users who recently had an EMS/BAS replacement/upgrade said that the preexisting control
sequences were either totally or partially changed in over half the projects.

•

Plans for future system replacements/upgrades: Sixty-four percent of the end users said they were
considering upgrades or replacements for their EMS/BAS system. However, most of what they described
were upgrades or expansions to their existing systems rather than wholesale replacements of their
current systems. The team asked end users who were not considering system replacements/upgrades
why their companies had no such plans. The most common responses were that their systems were
MA20C03-B-EMSISP EMS ISP Study Final
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working fine. When asked how much longer they thought they could continue using their current
EMS/BAS before it would need to be replaced or upgraded, the average estimate was seven years. When
explaining these estimates, most end users said that only obsolete software or the EMS vendor no
longer supporting their product would cause them to make a wholesale change in their legacy systems.
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Other findings from the report included:
•

EMS/BAS training: All the vendors said they offered system training to their customers, but the length of
these trainings ranged widely from one hour of remote training to two days of onsite training.

•

Energy savings claims for new systems: Seventy-nine percent of the vendors said that they do tell their
customers to expect energy savings from the new EMS/BAS systems. Their average building-level
energy savings estimates for the new EMS/BAS systems was 14% with a median of 11%. When asked
how they they came up with their estimates of energy savings, most vendors said these estimates were
based on either building energy modeling software or on custom calculations.

•

Energy savings claims for system upgrades: Eighty-two percent of the vendors said that they do tell
their customers to expect energy savings from the EMS/BAS system upgrades. Their average buildinglevel energy savings estimates for these systems upgrades was 12% with a median value of 10%.

•

Energy savings from recommissioning: The team asked the vendors who offered recommissioning
services whether they tell their customers that they can expect energy savings from this service. Nine of
the eleven vendors who offered this service said that they do tell their customers to expect energy
savings with an average expected savings level of 13%.

•

Energy savings from retro-commissioning: The team asked the vendors who offered retrocommissioning services whether they tell their customers that they can expect energy savings from this
service. Seven of the ten vendors who offered this service said that they do tell their customers to
expect energy savings with an average expected savings level of 9%.

•

Vendor recommendations for EMS program improvements: The team asked the vendors: “What could
Mass Save Sponsors do to further promote energy efficiency in EMS/BAS system design and
commissioning?” Thirteen of the vendors provided recommendations. Recommendations made by
multiple vendors included allowing program incentives for the replacement of EMS systems, doing more
marketing of the EMS/BAS incentives to commercial customers, increasing the number of control points
eligible for incentives, and simplifying the program requirements. Figure 1-3 shows all the vendor
recommendations.

•

ASHRAE Guideline 36: This new guideline: High-Performance Sequences of Operation for HVAC Systems,
provides uniform sequences of operation for HVAC systems that are designed to reduce energy
consumption, cost, and system downtime with more resilient systems, control sequence compliance, and
diagnostic software. The guideline also promotes communication between specifiers, contractors, and
operators by creating a language of common terms. The DNV team asked both vendors and end users
whether they were familiar with ASHRAE Guideline 36. Only 4 of the 15 vendors (27%) and 2 of the 25
MA20C03-B-EMSISP EMS ISP Study Final
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end users (8%) said they were familiar with this guideline. The team asked the end users: “Are you
interested in implementing sequences from Guideline 36 if they can help reduce energy use?” Eightyeight percent of the end users said they were interested with 12% saying they were unsure.
Figure 1-3. Vendor recommendations for program improvements
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Building code review: The DNV team comprehensively reviewed the current and previous versions of
the Massachusetts building codes to catalogue the code-required control functions that could be
implemented by an EMS. This examination showed that in new construction or major gut-rehab
construction, building code spells out a comprehensive regime of control functionality across building
systems, leaving limited options for better than code functions.
Savings opportunities for new construction EMS might exist in some buildings by addressing nonbuilding service equipment such as food service or office equipment, although these opportunities may
link to unique circumstances of a particular building or building type. Reviewers of this report also cited
other opportunities in new construction including incorporation of programming sequences
recommended by the new ASHRAE Guideline 36, other ways to improve occupancy based control of
HVAC equipment, and chiller plant optimization.
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An important attribute of an EMS is its flexibility, which is not a characteristic called out by code. The
network control function and remote access is readily programmable to incorporate new devices and
standards to meet the requirements of typical or stretch codes or the aspirational goals for Net Zero
Energy (NZE), Living Building Challenge, Passive House, and other sustainability initiatives.
While the building code specifies controls in terms of function, it does not specify performance. Two
buildings with similar profiles can have similar EMS deployments with different energy savings
outcomes. Differences in the original building commissioning, operator vigilance, and the building
owner’s tolerance for tenant complaints will produce different energy footprints. While both buildings
may be code compliant in that the functionality has been installed and made available, the
implementation and ongoing operation can vary widely. The variability of site-specific realization rates
presented demonstrate the variability in EMS outcomes. None of the variation in outcomes is due to
evaluator changes in baseline, but rather due to site specific operating practices.
The DNV team concludes that there is little opportunity for a new construction EMS measure that is
based on implementation of a hardware or functional specification, since these are not sufficiently
different from a code baseline to generate savings. In theory, it would be possible to establish a new
construction EMS performance-based ISP baseline that would characterize how well the average new
building implements control strategies. In practice, however, this would be challenging considering the
range of operational outcomes that are likely to be observed. We want to emphasize that these
conclusions apply to ground-up new construction and that other research is addressing replace on failure
system baselines.
•

Impact evaluations of EMS projects in existing buildings: The DNV team reviewed all eleven EMS
projects in the two most recent custom electric and custom gas impact evaluations. All eleven sites used
an existing conditions baseline. Nine of the sites had existing functioning EMS systems installed at the
facility (or campus). The functioning systems were acceptably controlling other HVAC equipment prior to
the implementation. At these nine sites, the measures included modifying existing control strategies,
adding control to new or existing equipment through the EMS, or adding a new control function with
both required hardware and programming. Two of the sites had no EMS previously and were installed in
a fast food service building where the primary savings were derived from control of small kitchen
appliances.
DNV team members recall sites in earlier evaluations where on more than one occasion an EMS existing
conditions baseline was disallowed because a new EMS was installed in a gut-rehab renovation or
building expansion. Based on the ten sites in this last evaluation round, the PAs are correctly classifying
the event type for EMS projects, consistent with the P73B – EMS Baseline Opinion Memo, February 15,
2019. However, while the baselines of EMS projects were correctly classified, the site-specific realization
rates varied widely due to operational differences that were not captured by the applicant.
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The following are the DNV team’s conclusions and recommendations:
•

This study supports assertions from the EMS-IWG memo that there are energy savings opportunities
with existing EMS/BAS systems. In July 2020 the Energy Management System C&I Implementation
Group (EMS-IWG) issued a memorandum called the Energy Management Systems Baseline Opinion
Statement. 3 This memo was written in response to an earlier memo issued by the evaluation team
in February 2019 called the Energy Management Systems Baseline Opinion Memo. 4 The July 2020
EMS-IWG memo reached some different conclusions than the 2019 memo and the then current EMS
program rules as to which EMS event types should be eligible for program incentives. Most
importantly the 2020 EMS-IWG memo asserted that whole EMS system replacements, partial EMS
system replacements, and component replacements should be eligible for program incentives with
the baseline being the pre-existing operating condition of the EMS. 5 Table 1-1 shows how these
recommendations from the EMS-IWG memo fit into the larger EMS baseline framework.
This EMS ISP study supports the assertions made in the EMS-IWG memo that energy savings
opportunities exist in the replacement and upgrading of existing EMS/BAS systems. The EMS ISP
study did not find evidence that market forces were encouraging end users to do major upgrades or
replacements of their EMS/BAS systems as the 2019 Opinion Memo had hypothesized. This 2019
memo had asserted that three market conditions were encouraging end users to replace or upgrade
their existing EMS systems without the need for EE program assistance. These included:
o

Improved economics encouraging EMS upgrade/replacements, 6

o

Older systems lacking institutional support for their continued performance, 7 and

3 “Energy Management Systems Baseline Opinion Statement,” issued to the Massachusetts EEAC, prepared by the Energy Management System C&I

Implementation Working Group, July 23, 2020.

4 “P73 B - Energy Management Systems Baseline Opinion Memo,” issued to the Massachusetts PA C&I Research Team and Energy Efficiency Advisory

Council EM&V Consultants, prepared by Andrew Wood, Mike Rudyk, and CD Nayak of DNV GL, February 15, 2019.

5 The EMS-IWG memo concluded that “the application of a code baseline, including new sequences of operation for replacement of components,

partial or full existing EMS is inconsistent with the direct experience of the EMS-IWG and is posing a significant barrier to achieving energy
efficiency goals, particularly relative to HVAC systems.” The EMS-IWG memo also recommended that “the EMS-IWG Baseline recommendations
outlined above should be adopted and allowed for all EMS projects undertaken until such time as a new baseline ISP study is published and
approved by the PAs and the EEAC Consultants.”

6 "…The reduction in control system costs and increase in labor and maintenance cost are two factors driving the current EMS market," the 2019

memo stated. "We have observed that some organizations now view centralized EMS systems with remote access to their portfolio or buildings
as the least cost method for managing building systems. Even without efficiency programs, organizations find it in their financial interest to
upgrade systems."

7 "[A] lack of support (including institutional knowledge) for existing older EMS systems (such as pneumatic systems) and the inability for some

systems to communicate with each other is compelling a portion of the market to upgrade," the 2019 memo stated. "The cost to upgrade may
have been prohibitive for a long time and facilities were generally able to make do with their outdated but for the most part functional systems.
Based on our team's recent evaluation experience, that is no longer the case across the market. Rather, the benefit-cost assessment has
changed for some facilities and they are upgrading as the cost of the new system no longer outweighs the cost to maintain the existing system."
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o

The ease of adding new unitary equipment to an existing EMS 8

Table 1-1: EMS Baseline Framework
Building Type

EMS Event Type

EMS Program
Eligibility Rules Prior
to EMS-IWG Memo

2020 EMS-IWG Memo
Recommendations

New construction

New control system

Not eligible

Agrees with prior rules

Existing

Add on

Eligible

Agrees with prior rules

Existing

Component replacement

Not eligible

Event type should be
eligible with baseline
being the pre-existing operating condition

Existing

New control system, no

Eligible

Agrees with prior rules

Not eligible

Event type should be

pre-existing EMS
Existing

Partial system
replacement

eligible with baseline
being the pre-existing operating condition

Existing

System replacement

Not eligible

Event type should be
eligible with baseline
being the pre-existing operating condition

Existing

Headend update

Not eligible

Agrees with prior rules

The 2021 EMS ISP study did find evidence for some of the market trends that the 2019 memo had
mentioned such as older systems lacking institutional support for their continued performance. For
example, the EMS ISP study found that forty-four percent of the end users had concerns about their
EMS/BAS software becoming obsolete. About half (48%) of the end users were also concerned that that
the staff operating their EMS/BAS systems would leave or retire.
While the EMS ISP study found evidence that EMS/BAS end users were concerned about obsolete
software and knowledgeable system operators leaving or retiring, it found no evidence that these
concerns were driving system replacements as the memo had theorized. Instead it found that standard
practices among most EMS/BAS users in Massachusetts were to hold on to their legacy systems as long
as possible even though the performance and capabilities of these systems had deteriorated. Some of
this evidence from the EMS ISP study included:

8 "Most new unitary equipment arrive equipped with the capability to communicate with a new DDC system or with an independent web based control

interface. When old unitary equipment is replaced, the building therefore also achieves an expansion of the EMS system," the 2019 memo
stated. " …. Rebates or incentives should be provided only when an energy efficient control strategy is also implemented."
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o

Vendor perspectives on the conditions of existing EMS/BAS systems: EMS/RCx vendors
estimated that only 20% of existing Massachusetts EMS/BAS systems were totally functional
and that 13% had totally failed.

o

End user perspectives on the conditions of existing EMS/BAS systems: Twenty-eight percent
of end users said that their systems were not functioning optimally and another 13% said
that parts of their systems were not functioning optimally. A third of the end users reported
that their systems needed repair or reprogramming. In addition, some PA and EEAC
representatives thought these end users estimates of suboptimal systems were likely
underestimates because some end users lacked the technical knowledge to judge whether
their systems were performing optimally. 9

o

The frequency of recent EMS/BAS replacements/upgrades: While 60% of end users reported
doing a recent replacement or upgrade of their EMS/BAS system, when the evaluation team
looked at the descriptions of the replacements/upgrades that the end users provided, only
one of these projects was a true EMS/BAS replacement. In most cases (80%), the projects
were expansions of the EMS/BAS systems due to new equipment or a building expansion. A
significant share of the projects (40%) also involved software upgrades.

o

End user plans for replacing/upgrading existing EMS/BAS systems: While 64% of the end
users said they were considering upgrades or replacements for their EMS/BAS systems,
most of what they described were upgrades or expansions to their existing systems rather
than wholesale replacements of their current systems.

o

End user plans to hold on to existing EMS/BAS systems: The end users who had no plans for
future system upgrades or replacements said that they planned to continue using their
systems for another seven years, on average. Most of them said that only obsolete software
or the EMS vendor no longer supporting their product would cause them to make a
wholesale change in their legacy systems. Several end users said they are using very old
versions of Internet Explorer just because it was the only way they could access the front
ends of their legacy systems.

o

The aging of existing EMS/BAS systems: Another piece of evidence that market forces were
not driving end users to replace aging or suboptimal EMS/BAS systems was the age of the
existing systems. The vendors said that the average age of failed EMS/BAS system was 17
years. The end users said that the average age of their systems was 12 years. If some of
them are planning to keep their legacy systems for another seven years, then this would put
these systems past the average failure age range.

o

Energy savings opportunities with existing EMS/BAS systems: Vendor reports of the
potential energy savings opportunities from replacing or upgrading an existing EMS/BAS
system are other evidence that market forces are not driving end users to replace their
aging or ailing systems. Seventy-nine percent of the vendors said that they do tell their

9 The study team is currently testing this hypothesis by examining EMS front end screenshots it had collected during the virtual site visits with end

users. The team will look at the EMS frontend screenshots from five end users who said that their systems were performing optimally and
determine whether there is evidence from the screenshots which might either validate or bring into question these claims of optimal
performance.
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customers to expect energy savings from the new EMS/BAS systems. Their average
building-level energy savings estimates for the new EMS/BAS systems was 14%. In addition,
82% of the vendors said that they do tell their customers to expect energy savings from the
EMS/BAS system upgrades. Their average building-level energy savings estimates for these
systems upgrades was 12%. The fact that a large majority of the vendors are finding energy
savings in EMS/BAS replacements or upgrades indicates that the legacy systems were not
sufficiently optimized for energy savings. It also lends credence to the assertion in the 2020
EMS-IWG that the Massachusetts EMS program should incentivize EMS/BAS replacement and
upgrade projects.
The vendors indicated that EMS/BAS systems had a lower level of average functionality than the end
users did, but some of this could be due to different perspectives and self-selection effects. For
example, since vendors are often called to repair failing systems, this could cause them to
overestimate the frequency of these failing systems. The EMS/BAS end user sample frame was
taken from the Massachusetts baseline study and therefore does not have the same self-selection
effects that might be present with a sample frame of participating customers, for example.10
However, companies who are willing to be surveyed for the baseline study may be more
conscientious about their energy savings practices than other customers. This could possibly make
their EMS/BAS system practices unrepresentative. Another potential source of bias would be the
unwillingness of some end users to admit that they are not maintaining their systems as regularly as
they should. Finally, as noted, some PA and EEAC representatives believed that many end users
lacked the technical knowledge to judge whether their systems were performing optimally.
•

However, challenges remain in being able to characterize the baseline operating conditions of the
existing systems to support savings claims. While there is evidence that energy savings
opportunities exist with these suboptimal EMS/BAS systems, the challenge is how to demonstrate
these energy savings. Ideally, the evaluators would want evidence of the baseline condition -- how
the legacy system was operating before the EMS/BAS system was upgraded or replaced. And these
baseline conditions are best captured by onsite metering which can be very expensive.
The vendors indicated that they currently demonstrate energy savings to their customers for
EMS/BAS system upgrades and replacements using modelling software or custom calculations. This
is encouraging in the sense that developing a baseline profile of the legacy system might be
something they could accommodate with their existing software without too much additional effort.
However, there would still have to be some verification that the model inputs are based on actual
baseline operating conditions vs. other assumptions (e.g., that equipment is running 24/7) that
would exaggerate the actual energy savings. This baseline measurement requirement would also
require more vendor education so that these baselines measurements could be made before the
legacy system is removed. Finally, some older EMS/BAS systems with memory constraints may not
be able to provide detailed trend data.
One finding from this study was that there were common themes among the vendors in terms of
how they defined a failed EMS/BAS system. For example, many of their definitions included a system

10 In addition, because the study had a 50% end user response rate, the risks of self-selection effects due to low response rates is also less of a

concern.
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front end which was no longer controlling or communicating with the equipment it was supposed to
be controlling. Conversations with implementers of the Massachusetts EMS program also revealed
that common sources of system failure included failures of the network master panel, unitary
controller failure, and older computer systems with outdated software. It might be possible for the
evaluators, after discussions with the EEAC and the PAs, to come up with a more qualitative
definition of a failed system that small customers could use to claim energy savings rather than
undertaking more expansive baseline analyses.
However, the vendors interviewed for this study also said that when customers have failed EMS/BAS
systems, most resort to manual controls. In addition, some controllers can maintain their sequences
of operations even when connection with the network is cut if they have an internal clock/timestamp
which allows them to operate based on last instructions from the EMS/BAS. So, failing to account for
those manual interventions or autonomous controllers could overestimate the potential energy
savings from replacement of a failed system. A reasonable solution might be to interview the facility
manager about the nature and frequency of any manual interventions or the presence of these
controllers with internal clocks.
Table 1-2 summarizes various approaches for defining the pre-existing operating of EMS/BAS
systems and their pros and cons.
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Table 1-2 Approaches for Defining Pre-Existing EMS/BAS Operating Conditions
Approach
Onsite data loggers

Pros
Most accurate way to capture

Cons
•

baseline operating conditions

Expensive – might require
program subsidy,

•

Data would need to be
collected before EMS
replacement/upgrade (and
for how long?)

Trend data from end users’ EMS

Less expensive than data loggers

•

Older EMS systems have

but still capturing operating

more limited capability to

conditions, vendors already using

capture system-wide trends

data in modelling software

due to memory constraints
•

Many end users would need
guidance on which data to
pull and how to pull it

Other evidence: Questions to end

Could help fill info gaps especially

users, photos of system,

when trend data is patchy, lower

baseline operating conditions

evidence of EMS vendor no

cost

by itself,

longer supporting system, billing
analysis

•

•

Likely insufficient to define

May be hard to find someone
who has expertise,
institutional memory to
answer questions

•

Many end users will need
assistance as to which
photos to take

•

Billing analysis while feasible
for gas can be difficult for
electricity

End user questions that could help identify baseline conditions and energy efficiency project
opportunities include:
•

What equipment does your EMS control when it is fully functional?

•

If your system is partially functional or performing sub-optimally:
o

How long has it been in that state?

o

Do you or your staff do any overrides manual controls or changeovers of your equipment

o

What is your timeframe, if any, for getting the EMS functionality restored?

due to loss of EMS control? Which equipment and how frequently?
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•

Have you received notification from your EMS vendors that some system components are no
longer supported? If so, which components?

•

When is the last time that your EMS system has received service?

•

When is the last time that your EMS software been updated?

•

Has your EMS system experienced network master panel or unitary controller panel failure? If
so, when?

•

Do your controllers have the capability to maintain SOO even when no longer communicating w/
the EMS? If so, which ones?

The responses to these questions could be used as threshold evidence to support funding some sort of
baseline measurement whether with data loggers or the end users’ own trend data.
The evaluation team is in the early stages of its thinking on how to best establish these evidentiary
standards for EMS/BAS system upgrades and replacements and would welcome input from the PAs and
EEAC on these topics. One logical next step would be to convene a brainstorming session to try to come
up with some evidentiary standards.
•

Energy saving opportunities for EMS/BAS systems in new construction scenarios are limited: As
noted, this study’s examination of Massachusetts building code requirements showed that in new
construction or major gut-rehab construction, these requirements contain a comprehensive regime
of control functionality across building systems leaving only small energy savings opportunities for
EMS/BAS systems. In addition, each recent building code iteration has further reduced these
marginal opportunities by shifting sophisticated controls to smaller equipment components and
requiring control parameters to be more aggressive in reducing energy consumption.
However, savings opportunities for new construction EMS might exist in some buildings by
addressing non-building service equipment such as food service or office equipment, although these
opportunities may link to unique circumstances of a particular building or building type. Reviewers of
this report also cited other opportunities in new construction including incorporation of programming
sequences recommended by the new ASHRAE Guideline 36, other ways to improve occupancy based
control of HVAC equipment, and chiller plant optimization.

•

Increase customer and vendor education and support concerning ASHRAE guideline 36: This new
guideline: High-Performance Sequences of Operation for HVAC Systems, provides uniform
sequences of operation for HVAC systems that are designed to reduce energy consumption, cost,
and system downtime with more resilient systems, control sequence compliance, and diagnostic
software. The guideline also promotes communication between specifiers, contractors, and operators
by creating a language of common terms. However, this study found that only 27% of the vendors
and only 8% of the end users were familiar with this guideline. In addition, when the team asked the
end users: “Are you interested in implementing sequences from Guideline 36 if they can help reduce
energy use?”, 88% of the end users said they were interested with 12% saying they were unsure.
Besides this customer and vendor education, the program can further support the wider adoption of
ASHRAE guideline 36 by supporting projects which use this guideline and documenting the level of
energy savings these projects achieve.
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•

Do more marketing of the EMS incentive program: This was one of the top two vendor
recommendations for improving the current program. One vendor identified managers of buildings
with low-income housing as being good candidates for this customer education.
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2

DETAILED FINDINGS

This section of the report describes the detailed findings of the EMS ISP study.

2.1 Background
The scope for this project was developed through lengthy discussions with the Massachusetts PAs and EEAC
in late 2019 and early 2020 culminating in the approval of the final Stage 3 work plan on April 27, 2020.
This work plan describes these initial scoping discussions in detail. Due to uncertainties caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic, this project did not receive Stage 4 approval until May 27, 2020.
Due to delays in field data collection caused by the pandemic, the project team focused first on the
secondary research including the building code review and the review of recent EMS impact evaluations. In
August 2020 the team submitted a draft findings memorandum summarizing this research. After responding
to PA and EEAC comments, the team submitted a final version of this memo in September 2020. We have
incorporated the findings from that memo into this report.
The PA freeze on general data collection efforts due to the pandemic was partially lifted in July 2020.
However, data collection efforts for this EMS ISP project were further halted due to 1) contracting delays in
the PAs hiring a technical expert to participate in the in-depth interviews and virtual site visits; and 2) the
EMS ISP study team having to hold off on interviewing some EMS end users until the baseline study team
had completed their interviews. The PA technical expert contracting process and the baseline study team
interviews were both completed in late November 2020 and the EMS ISP study in-depth interviews began in
early December 2020. Data collection efforts finished on February 5, 2021.

2.2 Methodology
The information from this study came from a mix of primary and secondary sources including:
•

In-depth interviews with Massachusetts EMS and Retrocommissioning (RCx) providers: The DNV team
completed interviews with 18 EMS/RCx vendors during the December 2020-January 2021 period.

•

In-depth interviews and virtual site visits with Massachusetts end use customers with EMS/BAS systems:
The DNV team completed interviews with 26 end use customers during the December 2020-February
2021 period. The team also captured images of the front ends of the end users’ systems.

•

Review of Massachusetts building codes: The team reviewed current Massachusetts building codes to
identify modes of control that are required for systems that deliver building conditioning.

•

Review of recent EMS impact evaluations: The team reviewed recent EMS site evaluations to explore
how baseline assumptions influenced the evaluated energy savings for these projects.
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2.2.1 The Vendor Sample
The initial sample frame for the EMS/RCx vendors came from 2018-2019 Massachusetts program tracking
data. The PA’s technical advisor was helpful in providing some additional vendor names to add to the initial
list. 11
Due to the small size of the vendor sample frame (61 vendors), the team attempted to complete interviews
with the full population therefore making any formal sample design unnecessary. However, it did use the
number of rebated projects in the program tracking data to define some rough vendor size categories. The
team attempted to contact each vendor four times through a combination of emails and voicemails.
Despite the challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, the team was able to meet its goal (as stated in
the Stage 3 work plan) of 17 completed interviews. There was also one partially completed interview. Table
2-1 shows the sample frame and disposition. The vendor size categories were based on the number of EMS
and RCx projects they had completed through Mass Save during the 2018-2019 period.
Table 2-1: Sample frame and disposition for EMS/RCx vendor interviews
% of
Total
2018-2019
Vendor Size
# of Vendors in
# of Vendor
Projects
Category
Sample Frame
Interviews
Large

33%

4

1

Medium

37%

6

2

Small

30%

41

15

100%

61

18

Total

The table shows the number of completed interviews was more frequent in the small size category.
However, based on the level of project detail that the vendors provided, it is likely they were mostly
summarizing the EMS/RCx projects they were personally involved with vs. all the projects that their
company had collectively worked on. Therefore, the range of individual project experience of a
representative from a small vendor and one from a large vendor could be similar even though the latter’s
company had completed more overall projects. It is also worth noting that some vendors primarily designed
systems vs. installing them and since program rebates likely mostly went to the installers, using the
quantity of program rebates as a proxy for company size could be biased towards the installers.
The evaluation team asked the vendors if they offered various categories of EMS/BAS and RCx services.
Figure 2-1 shows that all the services categories were offered by a majority of the vendors with the most
common being the replacement and upgrading of existing EMS/BAS systems.

11 The PAs hired B2Q, a provider of EMS and RCx services, as their technical advisor for this study. Representatives of B2Q participated in almost all

the vendor interviews and virtual site visits with end users. B2Q’s role included providing additional vendor contact names, asking questions
during the interviews, and providing technical support during the interviews such as helping the end users navigate their EMS interfaces to allow
the evaluation team to collect photos/screenshots of these interfaces.
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% of vendors

Figure 2-1: Vendor services offered

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

67%

72%

78%
67%
56%

56%

*This service was described in the interview guide as: “Installing systems in existing buildings which never had networked
EMS systems before.”

In addition to responding to prompted questions about the services shown in Figure 2-1, the vendors also
mentioned additional services they offered. These included analysis of EMS/BAS system data, analysis of
utility billing data, remote monitoring, installation of heating/cooling micro-zones, identification of energy
savings opportunities through audits, servicing competitors’ EMS/BAS systems, developing EMS/BAS RFPs
for municipal customers, installing Fault Detection & Diagnostic (FDD) software, and processing EMS/BAS
rebates for end use customers.
The evaluation team also asked the vendors: “Of the services your company offers, which two services
account for the largest share of your annual revenue?” Figure 2-2 shows that the vendors most frequently
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mentioned installing new EMS/BAS systems in existing buildings and replacing/upgrading existing EMS/BAS
systems in existing buildings.
Figure 2-2: Most frequent services offered

n=18
Installing new EMS/BAS in existing*

50%

Replacing/upgrading existing EMS/BAS

39%

Installing EMS/BAS in new buildings

28%

Commissioning new systems

28%

Retrocommissioning, re-commissioning
EMS/BAS service contracts
EMS/BAS rebate processing
Other services**

22%
17%
11%
28%
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
% of respondents naming it as one of top 2 service

Notes: The total exceeds 200% because one vendor identified more than the requested two services as primary services.
*This service was described in the interview guide as: “Installing systems in existing buildings which never had networked
EMS systems before.” **Other services included EMS data analysis, installing networked thermostat systems, installing
heating/cooling micro-zones, installing FDD software, and performing energy audits.

The evaluation team also asked the vendors: “Does your firm install systems? Or does it subcontract this
work out? Figure 2-3 shows that there were a variety of answers to these questions. The figure also shows
that three of the vendors identified themselves as primarily retrocommissioning providers.
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Figure 2-3: Whether vendors install EMS/BAS systems

n=18
Other EMS/BAS
services*, 6%
Primarily RCx,
17%
Both install &
subcontract
EMS/BAS, 39%

Subcontract
EMS/BAS
installations only,
22%

Install EMS/BAS
only, 11%

*Other EMS/BAS services included providing technical assistance for EMS/BAS projects.

2.2.2 The End User Sample
The sample frame for the EMS end users came from the Massachusetts baseline study (MA19C09-BBSLNSAT C&I Baseline Saturation Study – On-site Inventory Assessment). The initial frame included 58
companies which had an EMS/BAS. However, after the baseline study team finished contacting many of
these firms in November 2020 to collect non-EMS baseline information, six end users indicated that they did
not want to be interviewed a second time to cover their EMS/BAS. So, this reduced the size of the EMS/BAS
end user sample frame to 52 companies.
Despite the challenges posed by the pandemic and the small sample frame, the DNV team was able to
complete 26 interviews, a 50% response rate. This was slightly below the target number of interviews
specified in the workplan (30) but that target had been set before the size of the sample frame had been
determined. Table 2-2 and Table 2-3 break down the sample frame and interview disposition by building
type and company size. It shows that the team was able to obtain a reasonably representative sample of
most of these substrata.
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Table 2-2: Sample frame and disposition for EMS end users by building type
# of End Users in
Sample Frame

# of End User
Interviews
Completed

Campuses

6

3

Education

12

4

Food Sales/Service

3

2

Lodging

3

1

Manufacturing/Industrial

7

5

Office

10

7

Other

2

0

Public Assembly

6

3

Retail

2

1

Warehouse

1

0

52

26

End User
Building Type

Total

Table 2-3: Sample frame and disposition for EMS end users by size 12
# of End Users in
Sample Frame

# of End User
Interviews
Completed

Large

14

6

Medium

21

13

Small

17

7

52

26

End User
Size

Total

12 These end user size designations came from the 2016 Massachusetts baseline study (MA C&I Market Characterization On-Site Assessments And

Market Share and Sales Trends Study, November 2016) from which this study’s sample frame was derived. This study defined large customers as
consuming >4,500 MWh annually, medium customers as consuming 500-4,500 MWh annually and small customers as consuming < 500 kWh
annually.
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2.3 The functionality range of existing EMS/BAS systems
The DNV team asked the vendors to group the EMS/BAS systems they had encountered in Massachusetts
into four categories of condition/functionality: 1) Systems that have failed, with no remaining function, 2)
Systems that are only partly functional, 3) Systems that are fully functional but where there has been
significant overriding of the original controls, and 4) Systems that are totally functional. 13 Figure 2-4.
displays the average estimated frequency for each of these four functionality categories. It shows that the
vendors estimated that only a fifth of the Massachusetts EMS/BAS systems were totally functional.
Figure 2-4. Vendor estimates of the functionality range of MA EMS/BAS systems

n=16
Totally
functional, 20%

Fully functional
w/ significant
overrides, 28%

Failed, 13%

Partly functional ,
40%

One vendor said that his estimate of the percentage of systems that were fully functional but had significant
overrides would have been higher (he gave an estimate for a typical year) if he were talking about the
COVID-19 pandemic period. “Right now, people are less concerned about the energy impacts and 95%
concerned about the COVID part,” he said. “People are running equipment 24/7, they're having trouble with

13 The exact question language was: “Now I’d like to ask you about your experience with the Massachusetts EMS/BAS market in general, not just

about the customers you serve directly. Based on your recent experience, about what % of the EMS/BAS systems in Massachusetts are:
systems that have: 1) failed: No remaining function) 2) systems that are only partly functional 3) systems that are fully functional but where
there has been significant overriding of the original controls and 4) systems that are totally functional.”
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coils because they're bringing in too much outside air…. People are disabling their demand control
ventilation.”
The evaluation team asked the vendors what percent of the functioning systems were DDC vs. pneumatic.
The average estimate was that 85% of the function systems were DDC and 15% were pneumatic.

2.4 Failed EMS/BAS systems
2.4.1 How vendors defined failed systems
The team asked the vendors how they defined a failed or totally non-functional system. Common themes
were the loss of front-end communications and equipment failures. The following are their definitions:
•

Not communicating back to the main server, or not communicating to the locally networked equipment.

•

Sequence of operations no longer suits the facility. Hardware have failed or not functioning properly.
Pneumatics with many leaks and compressor, sensor, or actuator failures.

•

Cannot communicate with end devices, sensors not properly calibrated or functioning, hardware failing
(actuators, valves, etc.), no night setback, no economizing.

•
•

Always operates at full load or only has manual controls.
The building operator has no remote control …. Can't control temp setbacks, can't change temperatures,
is unable to see status of equipment.

•

A system that doesn't provide any control capability or where the equipment being controlled is not
operating to the designed controls schemes.

•

A system that no longer meets the need or in which equipment isn't functioning as desired.

•

Things physically disconnected. No communication to device. Running standalone.

•

Inability to communicate. Most systems lose communication. They may work as standalone with
whatever was last programmed but can't be seen by network.

•

Front end is inaccessible. Went to fire station, they had a full EMS, but they have been locked out of it
for 10 years. Not being able to access, or not having updated software or hardware.

•

A system that has been totally over-ridden by the customer. OR a system that was installed so long ago
that control points are obsolete. Nothing has been maintained, been no RCx done, system is essentially
wide open with no control

•

We came across a town, that had triple the therms of other local towns. They were running 1 therm/SF.
Rather than 0.33- 0.5 therms/SF. Things were running 24/7 even though they had defined programs.
Tenants were happy, good temperatures, but everything was running 24/7. If you look at trend logs,
you could see that zone temperature never changed.

•

A non-commissioned system where the end user sees the front condition that doesn't reflect the reality
of the operations

•

Customer is trying to start a piece of equipment and it doesn't function. Trying to accomplish certain
energy management system functions and it is not working. It could be component failure, or software
failure, or a combination of both.

•

Loss of system schedules, loss of effective control of the systems, failure of system components, or
components becoming obsolete.

•

BAS not controlling anymore. Equipment level control, or completely in manual control. BAS does
nothing.
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•

One where most of the equipment that is supposed to be operated by the BAS is not operated by the
BAS.

2.4.2 Why customers allow systems to fail
The team also asked the vendors for typical reasons that customers allow their EMS/BAS systems to fail
without upgrading them. Two-thirds of the vendors cited cost barriers, with a quarter of them also
mentioning a lack of maintenance staff or trained personnel (Figure 2-5).
Figure 2-5. Reasons customers let EMS/BAS systems fail

n=17

Cost barriers

65%

Lack of maintenance staff/trained
personnel

24%

They don't see the benefit of the EMS

18%

Other reasons*

41%
0%

20%

40%
60%
% of respondents

80%

100%

*Other reasons included manual control is sufficient for their needs, lack of knowledge, the technology is becoming
obsolete, distrust of their EMS/BAS system, distrust of their EMS/BAS vendor, paying for too many maintenance visits for
their system, and lack of supervision. Percentages exceed 100% because interviewees could give multiple responses.

2.4.3 The age of failed systems
The team asked the vendors to estimate the average age of these failed EMS/BAS systems. Their estimates
averaged 15 years. When asked for the average age of these failed systems if they had received regular
maintenance, they said 19 years. 14 The team also asked the vendors: “On average about how many years
14 As described in Section 2.7, about half the interviewed end users (48%) said they had EMS/BAS service contracts.
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do companies with failed EMS/BAS systems typically go on before replacing these systems?” The average
estimate was five years.

2.4.4 How buildings are controlled with failed systems
The team asked the vendors how companies with failed EMS/BAS systems typically control their buildings.
Figure 2-6 shows that almost all mentioned manual control or giving equipment standalone control
capabilities, with overrides and the use of programmable thermostats mentioned less frequently. One
vendor said that companies will sometimes install standalone controllers piecemeal until they can afford to
pay for a new EMS/BAS system.
Figure 2-6: How companies control buildings with failed EMS/BAS

n=17
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Title
*Other actions include using pre-EMS/BAS control strategies, constant setpoint operation, relying on HVAC contractor to
make adjustments, and for some good EMS systems the outlying controllers may retain their programming even though
the front end is no longer working. Percentages exceed 100% because interviewees could give multiple responses.

2.4.5 Company/building types more likely to have failed systems
The team asked the vendors how many years companies with failed EMS/BAS systems typically go before
replacing these systems. The average estimate was five years. The team also asked the vendors whether
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they had noticed any trends in building type or size among customers with failed or inoperable systems.
They named companies with limited capital, schools, and smaller buildings most frequently. Figure 2-7
shows all their responses.
Figure 2-7. Building/company types more likely to have failed EMS/BAS systems
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*Other company/building types include mid-sized buildings, housing authorities, leased buildings, companies with thirdparty maintenance companies, retail, and hotels. Percentages exceed 100% because interviewees could give multiple
responses.

2.5 Partially functional systems
The team asked both vendors and end users about partially functional EMS/BAS systems.

2.5.1 The prevalence of partially functional systems
The evaluation team asked the end users: "Is your company’s EMS/BAS functioning in an optimal manner?”
Figure 2-8 shows that most (60% of respondents) reported that their systems were functioning optimally
with only 28% saying that their systems were not functioning optimally.
Some end users who said that their EMS/BAS systems were functioning optimally added some qualifiers to
their responses. For example, one noted that while their system was running optimally, he had not taken full
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advantage of all the capabilities of the system, such as receiving alarm signals on his smartphone. Another
end user reported that while their system was working optimally for the building it controlled, it did not
cover some buildings that were still on older pneumatic systems. One respondent commented that 95% of
their system was functioning optimally and “the other 5% we can live with.”
Figure 2-8: Whether end users think their systems are functioning optimally
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The team asked the vendors: “In buildings where you have encountered EMS/BAS systems that are only
partially functional, in about what percentage of the cases were the companies still using these systems?”
The vendors said that in 80% of the cases, the companies were still using the partially functional systems.
The team then asked the vendors why customers would continue using EMS/BAS systems that are only
partially functional or very old. Nearly two-thirds said it was due to lack of capital. Several vendors also said
it was because the system still offered sufficient functionality or due to a lack of trained personnel. Figure
2-9 shows all the reasons.
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Figure 2-9: Vendor perspectives on why customers would continue using partially functional
systems
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*Other reasons included obsolete technology, other priorities, and lack of knowledge. Percentages exceed 100% because
interviewees could give multiple responses.

2.5.2 Non-functioning or non-calibrated points
The team asked the end users, “Of the installed input points, what percentage are still operating?” Of the 20
end users who responded to this question, the majority (65%) said that all their input points were still
operating. The seven end users who reported that not all their points were operating still gave estimates of
90%-98% functionality. The average functionality was 98%. Several noted that they get alarms when points
go offline. “If I lose input to something, I get notified and get it fixed,” said one end user. “We’re doing a lot
of preventative maintenance. If something doesn't work, we take care of it right away,” said another.
However, some end users observed that, while their points were working, it did not mean that they were
properly calibrated. “Sensors may be out of calibration,” said one end user. “Outright broken, they will get
repaired … I would hate to make a guess at what is out of calibration…. Calibration is not done as much as I
would like to happen.” “If we get an alert or alarm – we get it fixed. If it is out of calibration, how do you
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know until you have a problem?” said another end user. “That is what continuous commissioning would help
you with, but we don't do that.”

2.5.3 System overrides
The team asked the end users: "Have any of the EMS/BAS controls been overridden?" The large majority
(79% of respondents) said that some of their EMS/BAS controls were either currently overridden or had
been overridden in the recent past (Figure 2-10). Several end users elaborated on why their EMS/BAS
controls were overridden with customer comfort complaints being a common driver of overrides.
•

The majority of the time, a technician is trying to solve an issue quickly. A space is too cold, so they will
override the HW valve to get space heated up. It’s especially bad in the wintertime, if the Supply Air
Temperature is too low, and someone in the room is too low. … It’s usually for field expediency. They
don't have to go up in the ceiling to see what is happening. Most systems are overridden because
someone is too lazy to do the hard work to troubleshoot it.

•

Will use override if someone needs something. If you want the lights on, we can keep the lights on. If
you want to shut down, we can use override. Doesn't really get into tuning loops, optimizing start stops,
resets. Mostly just adjust schedules.

•

Overrides are used but would not say it is common. For example, there may be a tenant who is never
satisfied by the temperature. A few times we have overridden so heating stays on all the time. Would
not say it is a usual thing, but it does happen occasionally…. In a 23-story building, there might be 25
VAV boxes in each floor, and there might be one that is overridden. In old days, overrides were a lot
more common, but with newer systems, with more sophistication, there is not as much of a need for it.

•

I have [overridden] in the past. A couple weeks ago, it was 10 degrees in the morning, so I just pumped
the temperature up, and got heat in there for a while. But there are not a lot of persistent overrides in
the system.

Several end users said that due to the COVID-19 pandemic they had overridden the controls on the outside
air intake to maximize the amount of outside air coming into the building. One vendor who had also
observed these overrides wondered whether some building operators might forget to restore the old
ventilation settings when the pandemic is over.
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Figure 2-10: Frequency of system overrides
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2.5.4 Systems in need of repair or reprogramming
The team asked the end users: "Is your company’s EMS/BAS in need of repair or reprogramming?" Figure
2-11 shows that a third reported that their systems needed repair or reprogramming.
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Figure 2-11 End user reports of systems needing repair, reprogramming
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2.5.5 Abandonment of partially functioning systems
The team asked the vendors whether they have come across situations in which customers were no longer
using an EMS/BAS system that was still totally or partially functional. Sixty percent said that they had
encountered such situations. When asked why customers would discontinue using a workable EMS/BAS
system, these vendors cited a variety of reasons including lacking/losing the expertise to operate the
system, tenant complaints about temperature discomfort, and simply finding that manual control was more
reliable.

2.6 How EMS/BAS systems are used
The evaluation team asked the end users a series of questions about how they use their EMS/BAS systems.

2.6.1 What systems are used to control
When asked how they use their EMS/BAS systems, the end users most frequently mentioned using their
systems for temperature control (67% of respondents), scheduling the operation of their HVAC systems
based on building occupancy patterns (56% of respondents), and controlling the operations of their roof-top
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units (RTUs, 41% of respondents). 15 Figure 2-12 shows that they also used their EMS/BAS system to control
a wide variety of other equipment.
Figure 2-12: How customers use their EMS/BAS
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*Other equipment controlled included duct heaters, fan coils, water heaters, PV systems, irrigation systems, fire
suppression systems, electric heating, vent dampers, furnaces, paddle fans, and motors. **Other uses included detecting
water in voltage rooms, monitoring chlorine injection in pools, logging filter changes, and logging runtime. Percentages
exceed 100% because interviewees could give multiple responses.

2.6.2 What control sequences are typically installed
The evaluation team asked the EMS/RCx vendors which control sequences they typically program when
installing new EMS/BAS systems in buildings which previously did not have such systems. It also asked them
how frequently they install these sequences. Table 2-4 shows that scheduling, temperature setback, optimal
start/stop, and trim and respond were the most-cited control strategies.

15 The questions in the interview guide were: "7. How does your company use the EMS/BAS?" 7a. [IF NOT ALREADY MENTIONED] What equipment is

controlled?" 7b. [IF NOT ALREADY MENTIONED] How is the equipment controlled?"
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Table 2-4: Control sequences in new EMS/BAS installations
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2.6.3 Who in the company uses the system
The team asked the end users: "Who within your company uses the EMS/BAS?" Figure 2-13 shows that only
a small percentage (11%) of the end users ceded management of their EMS/BAS system to an outside
vendor. It also shows that nearly half (44%) of the companies have only one or two employees using the
system. This limited access puts these companies at greater risk of loss of institutional knowledge if the
companies experience staff turnover. However, this limited access also likely reduces the chance that lessknowledgeable employees might override EMS/BAS functions that should not be overridden.
Figure 2-13: Who uses the EMS/BAS
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2.6.4 Concerns about loss of system operator expertise
The team asked the end users: "Does your company have any concerns that the staff operating this EMS
may leave/retire?" Figure 2-14 shows that about half (48%) of them had such concerns. Some of them
elaborated on these concerns:
•

Absolutely. Really only have two staff who are full time. Rely heavily on contractors. The continuity of
having those two guys managing that whole system. Losing one of those guys would be devastating to
the university. Hoping to develop an internal team, have an internal programmer. That might alleviate
that problem. Really need to build a staff that can share that knowledge, where everything is.
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•

That is happening with me. When I retire in next two years. That is problem with all munis. No one sits
in and gets trained. We do have contract with next 5 years, they have been with us for 25. It is almost a
propriety spec, need someone who understands their equipment. Others may not have expertise or
programming. While many EMS companies say they are not proprietary, I disagree with that. Our
systems do not work with other systems. They have programs within programs. For instance, we tried to
change a setpoint, we did everything, but it still stayed at current value.

Figure 2-14: Whether end users are concerned about EMS/BAS operators leaving/retiring
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2.6.5 Frequency of system use and alteration
The team asked the end users how often they access their EMS/BAS systems and how often they make
changes to it. Figure 2-15 shows that while most (76%) of the end users access their EMS/BAS systems
daily, only a small minority of them make changes to their systems daily or even weekly. Many of those who
said they made changes less frequently mentioned a change in season as the time when they made
changes. One reviewer of the draft report asserted that the 36% of end users who were making changes to
their EMS/BAS systems either daily or weekly were likely working with older non-automated systems since
well-programmed and well-commissioned systems would not require this regular intervention.
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Figure 2-15: How frequently end users access and change EMS/BAS
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2.7 Using vendors to service the EMS/BAS
The team asked the end users whether they had a vendor that services or recommissions their EMS/BAS. All
but one of them (96%) said they had a vendor. In most cases, the vendors they identified were companies
who specialized in EMS/BAS systems. In many instances, the end users were using the company who had
originally installed the system to service it. In three cases, the vendors servicing the systems were either
HVAC or refrigeration contractors.
The team asked the 25 end users who had an EMS/BAS vendor whether they had a service contract with the
vendor. Figure 2-16 shows that about half of them (48%) did have a contract.
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Figure 2-16: The % of end users with EMS/BAS service contracts
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The team also asked the vendors about standard practices for EMS/BAS service contracts. It asked the
vendors who offered service contracts about the length of these contracts. Figure 2-17 shows that about
two-thirds of the vendors offer one-year service contracts. The team also asked them how often they visit
their customers with service contracts. Most vendors said they make quarterly visits, with several also
mentioning monthly visits.
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Figure 2-17: EMS/BAS service contract lengths according to vendors
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The team asked the vendors who offered EMS/BAS service contracts whether they offered free hardware or
software upgrades with these contracts. Figure 2-18 shows that half of the vendors offered free software
upgrades, but none offered free hardware upgrades. When asked whether they offered free reprogramming
with their service contracts, six of the ten vendors (60%) said they did.
Some vendors provided explanations with their responses including:
•

[Upgrades] are very seldom part of a service contract. It’s almost always a separate offering. [With a
service contract] we are not upgrading. We would just keep everything up to date (firmware operation).
Physically changing the panels would be separate.

•

Service contracts don't usually upgrade, that would be a separate request. Maybe bring to different
generation…. When you upgrade, it costs money and adds complexity to system. Service contracts try to
be as cost competitive as possible.

•

The cost of the software is free, but the labor to install it is usually a charge. With Schneider they
encourage customers to remain within a certain revision level of software. In order to provide technical
support, they have to be able to focus on a certain number of revision levels. If you are in a rev level of
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software, they usually will not charge for the software. So, if you get out of supported rev level of
software, based on what tech support gives us as guidelines, that is when the additional costs would
come in. It is in the customer’s best interest to stay within recommended rev level.
Figure 2-18: Whether vendors offer free hardware/software upgrades included under service
contracts
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The team asked the vendors who offered EMS/BAS service contracts whether their contracts offered
revisions to the sequence of operations. Six of the eight (75%) said that they did. When asked what might
drive such revisions, the vendors mentioned either customers seeking energy savings or the need to make
adjustments due to a change in building operations.

2.8 The replacement and upgrading of EMS/BAS systems
The DNV team asked the end users and vendors about standard practices concerning the replacement and
upgrading of EMS/BAS systems.
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2.8.1 The frequency of replacing/upgrading systems
The team asked the end users: “Did your company recently replace, expand, upgrade or reprogram its
current EMS/BAS?” Figure 2-19 shows that a majority (60% of respondents) reported doing a recent
replacement or upgrade.
Figure 2-19: Frequency of recent system replacements/upgrades
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However, when the evaluation team looked at the descriptions of the replacements/upgrades that the end
users provided, it determined that only one of these projects was a true EMS/BAS replacement Figure 2-20
shows that, in most cases, the projects were expansions of the EMS/BAS systems due to new equipment or
a building expansion. A significant share of the projects also involved software upgrades.
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Figure 2-20: Categorizing Recent EMS/BAS Upgrade/Replacement Projects
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*Percentages exceed 100% because interviewees could give multiple responses.

2.8.2 Reasons for replacing/upgrading systems
The evaluation team asked the 15 end users who had recently received an EMS/BAS upgrade or replacement
why their company had chosen to do this upgrade/replacement. Building expansions, the installation of new
equipment, and the renovation or reuse of a building were their three most mentioned reasons, although
they reported other reasons, as Figure 2-21 shows.
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Figure 2-21: End User Reasons for Doing System Upgrades/Replacements
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The low incidence (7%) of end users who mentioned obtaining energy savings as a reason for doing system
upgrades/replacements is somewhat surprising considering that many vendors tell their customers to expect
energy savings from their EMS/BAS systems (see Section 2.11) It is possible that some end users are
aware that EMS/BAS upgrades or optimizations would produce energy savings but because they are unable
to identify and quantify the opportunities, they cannot use energy savings to justify the cost of an EMS/BAS
replacement/upgrade. It is also possible that some end users are just unaware of the potential energy
savings. Finally, another possibility is that vendor claims about the frequency with which they are selling
EMS/BAS replacements or upgrades based on energy savings are exaggerated In any of these scenarios,
the Massachusetts EMS program would have an opportunity for good program attribution since Figure 2-21
shows that energy savings has not been a natural driver of EMS/BAS upgrades and replacements.
The team also asked vendors who replaced EMS/BAS systems why customers wanted their systems
replaced. Obsolete technology and dissatisfaction with system performance were the two most mentioned
reasons. Figure 2-22 shows all the reasons they cited.
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Figure 2-22: Vendor perspectives on why customers replace EMS/BAS systems
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*Other reasons included cost of repair too high, unhappy with vendor, and customer discomfort. Percentages exceed
100% because interviewees could give multiple responses.

The team also asked the vendors: “When you are upgrading an existing EMS/BAS system, about what % of
the time are you doing this as part of an existing service contract versus a separate customer request?” The
vendors reported that, on average, over half (56%) of their EMS/BAS system upgrades were driven by
customer requests. Figure 2-23 shows all the responses.
The vendors were evenly divided as to whether there were differences between EMS/BAS upgrades being
done as part of a customer request and those being done as part of a service contract. Half of them said
there were no differences. The other half said that upgrades being done under service contracts tended to
narrowly focus on replacing aging hardware and software while customer-requested upgrades were usually
broader in scope. One vendor claimed that cost competition for EMS/BAS service contracts discouraged
vendors from offering too much in their system upgrades. Another vendor claimed that customers who
participated in energy efficiency programs were looking for upgrades that were more significant in scope
than those they would get from their service contracts.
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Figure 2-23: Drivers of EMS/BAS system upgrades
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*Other drivers include EMS/BAS vendor selling the customer on the upgrade and the upgrades being needed as part of a
larger project at the facility.

2.8.3 Who decides to replace/upgrade systems
The team asked the end users: "Who in your company made the EMS/BAS replacement/expansion/upgrade
decision?” The end users reported that half the time the local facility manager or site engineer was involved
in the decision. Multiple end users also mentioned corporate decisionmakers or school/municipal
administrators being involved in the project decision. Figure 2-24 shows all the decisionmakers.
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Figure 2-24: Who decides to replace/upgrade systems
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Note: percentages exceed 100% because respondents could name multiple decisionmakers for a given
EMS/BAS replacement/upgrade.

2.8.4 End user concern about obsolete software
The team asked the end users: "Does your company have any concerns about the software for your
EMS/BAS being out-of-date?" Figure 2-25 shows that nearly half of them (44%) did have these concerns.
Some of them elaborated on these concerns:
•

The devices are really old. [Legacy EMS/BAS] came out when memory was expensive. A lot of devices
have such small memory. Not enough space on chip to store a really nice program that would take a lot
of different factors to figure out the best way to run the system.

•

[Software obsolescence] is a fact. They purposely do it so they can charge another $20,000 - $40,000.
It happens all the time. Usually there is an issue somewhere along the line. Every couple of years they
are updating firmware or programs. Some gets done in monthly stuff. Often there will be something that
crashes, and they have to update to newest version, and that would be extra cost.
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•

Yes, we have a pneumatic system that we want to upgrade. There are many things in even the newer
EMS system that needs a lot of updates. All of the controls will need to be updated. The backend we
have, is no longer available - can't get replacement parts. One RTU is not connected any more.

•

Yeah, it probably already is [obsolete]. We are on revision 6 [of their legacy EMS/BAS]. The current
software is revision 11 or 12 … Our management is focused on deliverables to our investors who might
have short hold periods, so we are deploying capital and deploying upgrades where it makes sense. If
we have a fully working EMS that is not totally unsupported, "if it ain't broke approach". … The software
is older. If you want to run trending, you can only run it for a certain period of time, whereas with newer
software it would be unlimited.

Figure 2-25: End user concerns about EMS/BAS software obsolescence
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2.8.5

What system components are replaced

The team asked the vendors when they are replacing EMS/BAS systems, about what percent of the time
they are replacing components such as sensors and actuators and what percent of the time they are
replacing system hardware such as panels, front ends, and communication drivers. They said that most of
the time (54% on average) they replaced both the hardware components and the system hardware. They
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said that, on average, a third of the time they only replaced the system hardware and 14% of the time they
only replaced components such as sensors and controls.

2.8.6 The age of replaced systems
The team asked the vendors about the average age of the EMS/BAS systems they replaced. Their average
estimate was 17 years.

2.8.7 The age of existing systems
The team asked the end users for the age of their current EMS/BAS systems. The average age was 12 years
with a median age of 13 years. However, many of them noted that their systems had received upgrades
since this installation date.

2.8.8 Changes to existing control settings/sequences
The team asked the EMS/BAS vendors whether, when making software or hardware upgrades, they made
changes to the existing control settings or sequences. Sixty-nine percent of the vendors said that they did
change the control settings/sequences.
The team also asked the 15 end users who recently had an EMS/BAS replacement/upgrade: "Does the new
EMS have control sequences like those of your previous system? Or different?" Figure 2-26 shows that the
control sequences were either totally or partially changed in over half the projects.
One end user noted that incompatibilities between the old and newer systems can complicate the
programming of the control sequences. “They tried to map to existing sequences, but technology changes
made that problematic,” he said. “…We had to put BACnet converters to let new speak to old. There’s no
such thing as a true drop in.”
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Figure 2-26: Whether New/Upgraded System Had New Controls Sequences
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The team asked the vendors who reported changing existing control settings/sequences why they did so.
Figure 2-27 shows that saving energy and improving building operations were the two most common
reasons.
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Figure 2-27: Vendor-reported reasons for changing existing control settings/sequences
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*Other reasons included reducing costs, adding demand response capability, making the system compatible with new
equipment, and customer requested changes. Percentages exceed 100% because interviewees could give multiple
responses.

The team also asked the vendors who upgraded existing control systems: “Where are you getting the
sequence of operations for the new or more efficient control system?” The vendors most frequently
mentioned writing customized sequences for a particular customer, drawing upon internal libraries of more
generic sequences, and referring to industry standards such as ASHRAE. Figure 2-28 shows all the
responses.
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Figure 2-28: Sources of control settings/sequences
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*Other sources include from refrigeration contractors and from the customer’s hired design engineer. Percentages exceed
100% because interviewees could give multiple responses.

2.8.9 Plans for future system replacements/upgrades
The team asked the end users whether "Is your company considering upgrading, expanding or replacing its
current EMS/BAS?" Figure 2-29 shows that about two-thirds said they were considering upgrades or
replacements. However, most of what they described were upgrades or expansions to their existing systems
rather than wholesale replacements of their systems.
The team asked the end users who were not considering system replacements/upgrades why their
companies had no such plans. The most common responses were that their systems were working fine.
When asked how much longer they thought they could continue using their current EMS/BAS before it would
need to be replaced or upgraded, the average estimate was seven years.
When explaining these estimates, most end users said that only obsolete software or the EMS vendor no
longer supporting their product would cause them to make a wholesale change in their legacy systems.
Some of their explanations for why they would have to make changes included:
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•

We have been having to use an outdated Internet Explorer. Hopefully another 5 years as it stands. No
concerns. There is some institutional knowledge. Not super easy to bring someone on board who don't
already have decent computer skills.

•

Don't see us going wholesale, replacing [legacy] system unless they went out of business or something,
which would be terrible, which would be a lot of money. Somebody would move into that void and make
a product that worked with their systems. There is so much infrastructure throughout the world, there
would always be something that would work.

•

At some point they come to us, and say, it is not supported any more. At that point, we have to get
capital. Typically, it is mickey mouse cutover. Eventually you cull it all out, so it is new all the way
through,

•

Usually, the end of a lifecycle of automation has more to do with IT department, than it does on EMS. So
if EMS runs on an older Windows platform, we would have to upgrade.
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Figure 2-29: Whether End Users Are Considering System Replacement/Upgrades
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2.9 Commissioning, retro-commissioning/recommissioning
The team asked vendors who offered commissioning services to describe their standard practices. These
descriptions included:
•

The full point-to-point commissioning, testing each input for acceptable range, test heating/cooling
elements.

•

Full point-to-point inspection, reporting, checking that installed system meets design.

•

Documenting the system, checking all controllers and end devices and operation and SOO.

•

Inspecting data being transmitted, checking the hardware for proper operation and intervals and
communication. Installing energy monitoring systems.

•

HVAC commissioning for central air using MeasureQuick platform which allows techs in the field to
commission HVAC in the field and have data remotely sent to energy efficiency programs.

•

Point-to-point check or spot check.

•

Always commission our own systems. Whenever we install, we go through it in detail to make sure it is
running as intended.
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•

All major systems: HVAC, chiller, hot water plant, all major HVAC, all decent-sized pumps (over 10 HP).
Also, typically a sample of terminal devices, 25% of terminal devices. As part of that there's usually an
onsite functional testing as well as detailed trend log reviews.

The team asked the vendors who offered recommissioning services whether they tell their customers that
they can expect energy savings from this service. Nine of the eleven vendors who offered this service said
that they do tell their customers to expect energy savings with an average expected savings level of 13%.
The team also asked vendors who offered retro-commissioning or recommissioning services to describe their
standard practices. Their descriptions were very similar to those listed above for commissioning (e.g., pointto-point inspections).
However, one vendor observed that retro-commissioning and recommissioning were more difficult than
commissioning because they were dealing with older EMS/BAS systems where the documentation on how
the systems were designed to operate was often limited. “There is a lot of discovery going on,” he observed.
He said that this documentation is useful for learning the intended panel architecture and network layout,
expected points available on each system, originally intended strategies and sequences, system age,
available capacity on panels, etc. He also said this documentation can also sometimes be helpful in
determining whether a sequence or strategy has been changed, and why. Finally, even outdated
documentation can help prepare the vendor for what they will be dealing with when they get onsite.
The team asked the vendors who offered retro-commissioning services whether they tell their customers
that they can expect energy savings from this service. Seven of the ten vendors who offered this service
said that they do tell their customers to expect energy savings with an average expected savings level of
9%.

2.10 Training customers to use EMS/BAS systems
The team asked the vendors what kind of training they provided to customers when they installed or
upgraded EMS/BAS systems. All the vendors offered training, but the length of these trainings ranged widely
from one hour of remote training to two days of onsite training. One vendor said that the length of the
training depended on the size and complexity of the new EMS/BAS system. Another said they do an initial
training with the customer and then return a couple of months later to re-train the operator after they have
had a chance to use the system and to answer any questions they may have.
A few of the vendors provided brief descriptions of the content of these trainings:
•

They should know how to log in, who has access to change commands or setpoints, should know how to
change things. More importantly what not to do. How to review alarms how to clear alarms. How to set
up trends. How to interpret analytics, if purchased.

•

It involves going through what the sequences are, and why they were designed that way, what can and
should be adjusted, and what should be left alone and not overridden. And a lot of education as to what
those sequences should achieve so operators don't override them. We do the 3 seasons of trends
(cooling, heating, swing). Are they operating well? Are they operating in different conditions?
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2.11 Energy savings claims for EMS/BAS systems
2.11.1 Energy savings claims for new systems
The team asked the vendors: “When you install new EMS/BAS systems, do you tell customers they should
expect energy savings from the new system?” Figure 2-30 shows that the large majority (79%) of vendors
do tell their customers to expect energy savings from the new systems
Figure 2-30: Whether vendors tell customers to expect energy savings from new EMS/BAS
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The team asked the vendors who reported telling their customers to expect energy savings from the new
EMS/BAS: “What is the savings percent that can be expected on the equipment controlled by the EMS/BAS?”
The average estimated energy savings for the controlled equipment was 26% with a median estimate of
20%.
To get a better sense of building-level energy savings (as opposed to energy savings from just controlled
equipment), the team asked the vendors: “What percentage of a building's energy use profile is typically
controlled or affected by the EMS/BAS?” The average vendor estimate was that 55% of building energy
consumption was typically controlled/affected by the EMS/BAS. The median estimate was 60%.
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For each respondent, the team then multiplied their estimate of energy savings for controlled equipment by
their estimate of the % of total building energy consumption represented by the controlled equipment to get
an estimate of energy savings at the building level. The average building-level energy savings estimates for
the EMS/BAS systems was 14% with a median of 11%.
The team asked the vendors how they came up with their estimates of energy savings. Most said these
estimates were based on either building energy modeling software or on custom calculations. One vendor
said that method for estimating energy savings depended on the age of the building. He estimated that for
new buildings the savings estimates were all based on modeling software while for existing buildings they
were 50% of the time based on modeling software and 50% of the time based on spreadsheet models.
The team asked the vendors what sequences they typically implemented to reduce energy use. They
mentioned many including floating controls for refrigeration, temperature setback on HVAC equipment,
programming of VFDs on HVAC motors and condenser fan motors, lighting programming, refrigeration case
controls, optimal start/stop, dual max VAV control, air-side economizer tuning, DAT reset, trim and respond,
HWT reset, CHWT reset, CWT reset, scheduling occupied/unoccupied hours of use, demand control
ventilation, and occupancy controls.

2.11.2 Energy savings claims for system upgrades
In addition to asking about energy savings impacts of new EMS/BAS systems, the team also explored the
energy savings opportunities for upgrades to existing EMS/BAS systems. The vendors were asked: “When
you upgrade EMS/BAS systems, do you tell customers they should expect energy savings from the upgraded
system?” Figure 2-31 shows that the large majority (82%) of vendors do tell their customers to expect
energy savings from EMS/BAS upgrades.
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Figure 2-31: Whether vendors tell customers to expect energy savings from EMS/BAS upgrades
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The team asked the vendors who reported telling their customers to expect energy savings from the
EMS/BAS upgrade: “What is the savings percent that can be expected on the equipment controlled by the
EMS/BAS?” The average estimated energy savings for the controlled equipment was 17% with a median
estimate of 18%. This was lower than the vendor’s estimates for the average energy savings from controlled
equipment from new EMS/BAS systems (26% average, 20% median). The average building-level energy
savings estimate was 12% with a median value of 10%.

2.12 Vendor recommendations for program improvements
The team asked the vendors: “What could Mass Save Sponsors do to further promote energy efficiency in
EMS/BAS system design and commissioning?” Thirteen of the vendors provided recommendations.
Recommendations made by multiple vendors included allowing program incentives for the replacement of
EMS systems, doing more marketing of the EMS/BAS incentives to commercial customers, increasing the
number of control points eligible for incentives, and simplifying the program requirements. Figure 2-32
shows all the vendor recommendations.
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Figure 2-32: Vendor recommendations for program improvements
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Vendor elaborations on the more common recommendations included:
•

Allow incentives for replacing EMS: “If you find a customer who has pneumatic, if you want to upgrade
to DDC - in Eversource's [territory] it is already an existing system so they would say not you’re able to
claim savings - they already have an EMS. Which is why we have stopped bringing these projects to
Eversource - and this is most of the opportunity out there. It will be rare that we would find a large
building that doesn't have some type of EMS or some type of control. We will often find systems that are
outdated, haven't been touched in years, but getting those processed through the Eversource is really
difficult.”

•

More marketing to commercial customers: “Improve at marketing incentives for EMS to building
operators, owners, and builders. More direct contacting to operators of existing buildings especially lowincome building operators and more active technical assistance and training for building operators.”

•

Increase the number of points eligible for incentives: “Increase the number of control points allowed for
incentives, allow double the amount of control points.”
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•

Simplify program requirements: “Keep it simple, so you don't get bogged down in minutiae. Keep it easy
for customers to gain benefit.”

2.13 Vendor difficulties getting products
The DNV team asked the vendors: “In the past year have you experienced any delays in getting the
products you need?” Seventy percent of the vendors said they had experienced delays in obtaining hardware
in 2020 likely due to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. “Yes, there have been significant supply chain
issues for integrated controls, lighting controls, and building infrastructure hardware,” said one vendor.
“Completion times have nearly doubled,’ said another vendor. “Projects that previously took 6 weeks can
take 12 weeks to complete.”

2.14 ASHRAE Guideline 36
ASHRAE Guideline 36, High-Performance Sequences of Operation for HVAC Systems, provides uniform
sequences of operation for HVAC systems that are designed to reduce energy consumption, cost, and
system downtime with more resilient systems, control sequence compliance, and diagnostic software. The
guideline also promotes communication between specifiers, contractors, and operators by creating a
language of common terms. Guideline 36 sequences can be incorporated into the design of new EMS/BAS
systems or programmed into existing systems to improve energy efficiency and system performance.
The DNV team asked both vendors and end users whether they were familiar with ASHRAE Guideline 36.
Only 4 of the 15 vendors (27%) and 2 of the 25 end users (8%) said they were familiar with this guideline.
The team asked the end users: “Are you interested in implementing sequences from Guideline 36 if they can
help reduce energy use?” Eighty-eight percent of the end users said they were interested with 12% saying
they were unsure.
The team asked the four vendors who were familiar with Guideline 36 how frequently they recommend
sequences outlined in Guideline 36. Of the three vendors providing estimates, two said “always” and one
said “often.” The team also asked these three vendors: “How frequently are your customers asking for
sequences outlined in ASHRAE Guideline 36: Best in Class HVAC control sequences?” Two of these vendors
said “very rarely” and one vendor said “sometimes.”

2.15 The Building Code and EMS Impact Evaluation Review
As noted, the first deliverable for this study was a September 2020 findings memo that summarized the
teams review of EMS requirements in Massachusetts building codes as well as recent EMS impact
evaluations. The research presented in this memo had the following objectives:
•

Determine Massachusetts building code requirements for an EMS. Building code is by default ISP, unless
there is research demonstrating otherwise. For an EMS to be a viable energy efficiency measure in a
new construction or major renovation setting, the EMS functionality must exceed the code requirements.
A major renovation which would trigger an EMS code baseline encompasses replacement of the
equipment controlled by the EMS. The purpose of this research was to establish code-determined
baselines for EMS systems. This section does not address systems which have exceeded their expected
useful life or have failed which is the subject of other research.
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•

Examine EMS projects in previous impact evaluations. In ex post evaluations to date, code has been
assumed to define the baseline for lost opportunity EMS projects. The purpose of this research was to
inventory recent EMS site evaluations and to report on the status of the baseline, all of which were
retrofit projects.

For this study the evaluation team will define an EMS as consisting of a front end, a communications bus,
field devices, and end-use devices including actuators (output points) and sensors (input points) and a
sequence of operation programming. An EMS is also known as a building automation system (BAS). A key
feature of an EMS is that it networks hardware control components allowing for an operator to remotely
determine equipment operating status and modify control sequences.

2.15.1 Massachusetts Building Codes affecting EMS
The Massachusetts building code provides very specific requirements for building service equipment such as
boilers and chillers, but it does not explicitly mention “energy management systems,” “building automation
systems,” or any of the other associated acronyms. Instead, the building code specifies modes of control
that are required for systems that deliver building conditioning. An EMS is a system for delivering control
functionality, and the code is not prescriptive as to how this functionality is delivered, whether by a networkbased EMS or stand-alone local devices like a programmable thermostat or chilled water reset controller.
For this analysis, we have produced a matrix that identifies control requirements for each building system
(such as lighting or chillers) addressed by code. We have included all functions that an EMS could,
theoretically, provide to comply with code, even though some of the control functions could be performed by
a stand-alone device like a programmable thermostat. This matrix, inTable 2-5, below, specifies the
minimum control required for new buildings and therefore defines the baseline for any EMS project in new
construction.
In this section we identify changes made to code over recent revisions and we identify functionality that
would be considered better than code (i.e., better than ISP) and that could identify savings claimable by the
program.

2.15.2 Functionality required by MA building code
The matrix presented in Table 2-5 correlates the control functions that an EMS could provide to meet code
requirements and the building systems to which they apply. The code groups building systems into general
categories (mechanical, service water, electrical, and lighting) and more specific categories (variable air
volume, heat pumps, heat rejection, etc.) We followed the code categorization as much as possible when
aggregating building systems of certain types. We referenced MA building code dependence on International
Energy Conservation Code (IECC) 2009 through 2018 to determine system categories.
Through a thorough review of EMS systems’ capability to comply with MA code, we distilled the very detailed
code requirements down to the essence of their functionality. This resulted in six aggregate functionality
categories: setpoints, sequencing, scheduling, flow/process control, occupancy control, and system
checking; each of these are described after the table.
Because of the high-level categorization of these functions, the categories do not reflect the specifics:
equipment sizes, setpoints, space sizes, times, flow rates, and the like. For that, we have provided a more
detailed version of the matrix in Appendix A with specific details and code section references. We developed
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the table in Appendix A using the current IECC 2015, which went into effect in Massachusetts on January 1,
2017, and is set to be superseded by IECC 2018 on August 8, 2020. Changes from the current code to the
next version are noted in the table at the end of this section.
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Table 2-5: Matrix of systems and control functions

System
All conditioned buildings

Setpoints

Sequencing

Scheduling

Flow/process
control

Occupancy
control

Control
temperature
setpoints to
minimize
heating and
cooling
energy

Bring
equipment on
and off as
needed to
minimize
total energy
use

Turn
equipment
on or off
according to
a 7-day
schedule

Reduce or
turn off when
not needed

Turn off
when no
one's in the
room







Commissioning/re-commissioning*
Cooling, air side
Domestic hot water (DHW)



Freeze protection
Heat pump



Heat rejection
Hot water/boiler














External heating (i.e. snow melt,
freeze protection)



Variable air volume (VAV)





Make sure
equipment is
working
properly








Lighting

Ventilation






System
checks









*HVAC and service water commissioning includes functional performance testing to verify operation of components, system-to-system
interfacing, and sequences of operation under full and part load in accordance with approved plans and specifications. Lighting system
functional testing for occupant sensors, time switches, and daylighting controls includes verification that controls operate as specified and
according to schedule.
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The following are brief descriptions of the aggregate control categories with examples of controls and
followed by key qualifiers which often appear in the code language.
Setpoints: Control temperature setpoints to minimize heating and cooling energy
This functionality prevents simultaneous heating and cooling and it optimizes temperature setpoints to
reduce energy when the equipment is not operating at peak load. Examples:
•

Maintain a dead-band between heating and cooling

•

Reset heating water temperature based on outdoor air temperature

•

Reset supply air temperature based on load

•

Limit DHW temperature with reduced or no demand

Key qualifiers: Dead-band temperature differential between heat and cooling operation, upper temperature
limit for heating, lower temperature limit for cooling, heating/cooling capacity of zone, maximum BTU/hr of
equipment to be exempt
Sequencing: Bring equipment on and off in an efficient sequence
This functionality sequences equipment in an order or in combinations that minimize energy use. Examples:
•

Resistance heat is the last on/first off stage of a heat pump

•

Shut off equipment when it’s not needed through

•

Sequence multiple boilers to maximize their efficiency

•

Operate the smallest number of variable-speed fans at same speed as necessary to meet load

•

Don’t use electrical lighting if daylighting can provide satisfactory illumination

Key qualifiers: sequence multiple units, stages of heating and cooling
Scheduling: Turn equipment off if it’s not needed
This functionality schedules equipment using time of day and calendar inputs to operate equipment only
when it is required. Examples:
•

Setback or set-forward temperatures when spaces are not occupied

•

Turn equipment on and off with a 7-day programmable schedule

•

Only operate lights during business hours and/or nighttime. Provide local overrides.

Key qualifiers: Maximum size of space controlled, outage backup, manual override
Flow/process control: Reduce or turn off when not needed
This functionality matches energy flows to the demand. Examples:
•

Automatically close dampers if not needed

•

Independently control dampers and valves

•

Use outdoor air to minimize mechanical cooling

•

Tie exhaust fan flow to contamination levels or appliance use

•

Supply outside air on demand to respond to CO2 or occupancy levels
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•

Isolate cooling towers when not needed

•

Reduce airflows before re-heating, re-cooling, or mixing

•

Match pump flows to loads

•

Turn-down ratio as function of equipment BTU/hr

Key qualifiers: Minimum turn-down or intermittent operation of fans, percent of heat from recovered energy
or solar, number of floors, maximum square footage, flow cfm, people/square foot, fan hp, or load to be
exempt
Occupancy control: Turn off when no one's in the room
This functionality provides more granular control based on the level of the occupancy. Example:
•

Turn off or turn down lights and other equipment when a space is unoccupied

Key qualifiers: Time from when space become unoccupied or demand ceases, maximum size of space or
wattage to be exempt
System checks: Make sure equipment is working properly
This functionality identifies specific commissioning and built-in diagnostics. Examples:
•

Make sure economizers are working as they should

•

Verify that all systems are OK upon commissioning or retro-commissioning

Key qualifiers: Commissioning, fault detection

2.15.3 Code changes over time
The MA Building Code incorporates the requirements of the IECC through code amendments adopting a
reference version of IECC. It does this by amendments that incorporate the current IECC as of a certain
date. There is usually a “congruence” period that allows compliance with either the newer or older IECC code
over a period of several months. Table 2-6 summarizes the code adoption history in Massachusetts. We note
that the matrix in Table 2-13 at the end of this section is based on IECC 2015.
Table 2-6: Code adoption history in Massachusetts
IECC Code

Date Adopted by MA SBC

IECC 2009

7/1/2010

IECC 2012

7/1/2014

IECC 2015

1/1/2017

IECC 2018

8/8/2020

Many changes to the code since IECC 2009 consist of minor clarifications or closing verbal loopholes. The
language used within the codes is revised by qualifiers such as “automatically,” “configured to,” “capable
and configured to,” “heating and cooling energy” (instead of “heating and cooling”), “supply water” (instead
of just “water”), “control,” and “control with software programming.” Although code does not specify EMS
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requirements, these recent word changes suggest that it may be leaning in that direction. Table 2-7 lists the
significant additions and changes to the IECC over the past three versions.
Table 2-7: Summary of changes in code revisions
IECC 2012

IECC 2015

IEC 2018

Change from IECC 2009

Change from IECC 2012

Change from IECC 2015

• Require demand-controlled
ventilation (DCV)
• Be able to supply 100%
outside air
• Coordinate economizer with
mechanical cooling
• Limit outside air if it’s not
cooling

• Reset hydronic supply

• Reset hydronic supply

temperatures for systems >

temperatures for systems >

500,000 Btu/hr

300,000 Btu/hr

• Limit fan speed on motors > 7.5
hp
• Independently control isolation
devices
• Optimize start time for HVAC
systems
• Detect faults in economizers
• Control garage exhaust fans
• Control kitchen exhaust fans
• DDC able to detect zone
excessively driving operation

• Limit fan speed on motors > 5
hp
• Limit heating and cooling of
vestibules
• Change guest room setpoints
when unoccupied
• Control VAV terminal fans to
minimize heating and cooling
• Limit hot supply air when most
zones require cooling
• Control lights in open plan areas
with occupancy sensors

• Turndown boilers > 1 MM Btu/hr
• Control circulating pumps as a
function of demand
• Control lights with occupancy
sensors
• Control lighting in daylight zones

2.15.4 Functions not required by code
EMS systems have the capability to go above and beyond code requirements for building service equipment,
incorporating stretch code requirements or even more stringent standards. This can be done by making
temperature setpoints even more conservative, shortening turn-off delays for occupancy sensors, further
decreasing air or water flows in response to load changes, or similar measures and/or adding more
sophisticated controls to smaller units or smaller spaces.
An important feature that is not a code requirement is flexibility. An EMS system’s networked access to
building controls systems allows an operator to quickly adapt to rapidly changing requirements. It is likely
that the current COVID-19 crisis will occasion large changes in building operation. Modifying hardware to
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adapt to the new building realities would be more difficult than re-programming an EMS; an EMS can much
more easily incorporate new code and building health initiatives.
Finally, although code only addresses building services, other equipment could be controlled. These other
systems could include manufacturing processes, food service equipment, and office equipment, for example.
Table 2-8 lists examples of exceptions to code requirements where an EMS could provide control
functionality that would be considered better than code. Because the code has been designed to minimize
energy use and prioritizes higher impact strategies, these remaining opportunities are likely to generate
small savings. This list is not exhaustive.
Table 2-8: Code exceptions examples
Code exception type

Examples of additional savings opportunities

Code typically specifies a size threshold
below which a control strategy is not
required. Expanding EMS controls to the
smaller spaces and units further maximizes
energy reductions.

DCV not required for spaces < 500 ft2 and < 25 people per
1,000 ft2

Code specifies switching to unoccupied
control via scheduling rather than sensing
occupancy in spaces, with the exception of
guest rooms.

Install occupancy sensing to switch heating/cooling/
ventilation to unoccupied mode in non-guest room spaces.

More aggressive setpoints than required by
code further maximize energy reductions

>5-degree dead-band between heating and cooling

Optimized control sequencing for more
complex systems

Automatic temperature reset of hydronic heating and cooling
not required if from district plant or ice storage

< 300,000 BTU/h, reset water temperature or vary pump flow

Heat pump deadband not required if there is real time system
loop optimization
Control of equipment not specified in code

Scheduling and occupancy control of small commercial
appliances

2.15.5 Evaluated EMS performance
EMS systems are frequently evaluated in custom impact evaluations. Table 2-9 summarizes the EMS
projects evaluated in the most recently completed PY2017/18 Custom Electric and PY2016 Custom Gas
impact evaluations. We note that none of the sites were classified as new construction or fit the criteria for a
major renovation, therefore existing conditions defined the baseline for these projects and not ISP or code.
While the evaluators agreed with the applicant’s baseline characterizations, operational difference produced
a wide range of site-specific realization rates. These operational discrepancies included differences between
applicant and validated schedules, setpoints, and control sequences. Most of these differences were
observed in the installed case.
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Table 2-9: Summary of projects with EMS installations
Program

Baseline

Evaluated EMS
projects

Baseline
difference

Operational
difference

Average
unweighted
RR%

PY2017 – Custom electric

Preexisting
conditions

8

0

8

104%

PY2016 – Custom gas

Preexisting
conditions

3

0

3

64%
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Table 2-10 below, presents additional details on each of the projects. Nine of the eleven projects already
had an existing, functional EMS at the site and the evaluated project consisted of revising the current EMS
operation, adding control functionality to the existing EMS, or adding controls to new or otherwise
uncontrolled equipment. In some cases, the systems were old but operated within the capabilities of the
system. The two fast food sites had no EMS previously installed at the site.
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Table 2-10: EMS installations and results difference
Site id

Facility
type

Pre-existing conditions
and proposed
implementation

End use

Operational
difference

HVAC

+121%

Grossly underestimated the
baseline energy use.
Evaluated fan power, RTU
operating hours were
greater than predicted by
the program. The applicant
did not model the system
operation correctly.

HVAC,
kitchen
equipment,
lighting

-21.3%

Evaluated operating hours
and temperature setback
were smaller than predicted
by the program. The asbuilt operation was different
than modelled by the
applicant.

HVAC

-85.5%

Apparently unrealistic
expectations for setback in
areas where the strategy
did not fit. Setback was
primary saving strategy.
The measure was not
implemented as predicted
by the applicant.

HVAC

+1.6%

Evaluated airflow reduction,
pre-existing airflow, and fan
power were greater than
predicted by the program.
The applicant did not model
the system operation
correctly but the model
errors balanced out.

HVAC

-1.0%

Evaluated temperature
setbacks were slightly
smaller than predicted by
the program. The applicant
model was in line with the
evaluated model.

HVAC,
kitchen
equipment,
lighting

-21.3%

Evaluated operating hours
and temperature setback
were smaller than predicted
by the program. The asbuilt operation was different
than modelled by the
applicant.

HVAC

+68.0%

Evaluated operating hours
reduction and fan power
reduction were greater than
predicted by the program.
The applicant did not model
the system operation
correctly.

HVAC

-23%

Evaluated cooling efficiency
was greater than predicted
by the program. The

Notes

PY2017Custom Electric
2017-EVE-1378N

Office

Existing, operational EMS at
the building.
Added new, unconnected
RTUs to the EMS.

2017-NGRID-2164C

2017-EVE-1486N

Fast
food

No EMS.

Hospital

Existing, operational EMS at
the building.

Complete EMS installation.

Optimized EMS parameters.

2017-EVE1686C

Lab

Existing, operational EMS at the building,
with pneumatic controls.
Added enhanced ventilation controller
optimized EMS parameters.

2017NGRID1779N

Office
buildings
campus

Existing, operational EMS at the building,
with pneumatic controls. Added
unconnected equipment and optimized
EMS parameters.

2017NGRID1867C

Fast food

No EMS.

2017-EVE1061N

Office

Complete EMS installation.

Existing, operational EMS at the building,
with pneumatic controls.
Optimized EMS parameters.

2017-EVE1131N

Lab

Existing, operational EMS at the building.
Installed new fume hood controls and
optimized the EMS.
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Site id

Facility
type

Pre-existing conditions
and proposed
implementation

End use

Operational
difference

Notes
applicant did not model the
system operation correctly.

PY2017Custom Gas
2016C0672
2016N0008

Hospital
campus

Existing, operational EMS at the building.

School

Existing, operational EMS at the building.

HVAC

0.0%

No differences.

HVAC

-100.0%

The additional heating
equipment was not
accounted in the program
model. The heating not
supplied by the newly
controlled heating system
was supplied by the
additional perimeter heating
system that was locally
controlled by individual
thermostats. The applicant
did not model the system
operation correctly.

HVAC

-8.0%

Evaluated cfm reduction
was smaller than predicted
by the program. The asbuilt operation was different
than modelled by the
applicant.

Added unconnected equipment.
Added unconnected equipment and
optimized EMS parameters.

2016N0066

Hospital

Existing, operational EMS at the building.
Optimized EMS parameters.

The variance in site realization rates is notable, ranging from -100% (no savings) to +121% (over doubling
savings). In most cases, the applicant reasonably accounted for existing and proposed installed systems and
the differences reflect typical variations in operations. In the cases with the largest discrepancies, there
were explanatory conditions that in theory could have been captured in the initial application. For example,
in 2016N0008, the engineering of the system should have taken into account the perimeter heat and its
impact on setback strategies.
EMS systems were installed at various facility types and consisted of adding controls for space temperature
setbacks, variable air volume and water supply, scheduling of supply air fans, lighting, and extending control
to other building service equipment. For the two fast food service sites, the EMS controlled small kitchen
appliances like commercial coffee makers and toasters.
The evaluators determined that the baselines of the EMS projects implemented at each of the eleven sites
included in the research have been properly defined by programs and that the difference in results between
the program and evaluators were due to operational differences.

2.15.6 Conclusions
After reviewing the materials and synthesizing the findings, the DNV GL Team has reached conclusions in
two areas.
Building code review. The DNV GL Team comprehensively reviewed the current and previous versions of
the Massachusetts building codes to catalogue the code-required control functions that could be
implemented by an EMS. This examination showed that in new construction or major gut-rehab
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construction, building code spells out a comprehensive regime of control functionality across building
systems, leaving only limited opportunities for better than code functions.
Savings opportunities for new construction EMS might exist in some buildings by addressing non-building
service equipment such as food service or office equipment, although these opportunities may link to unique
circumstances of a particular building or building type. Reviewers of this report also cited other opportunities
in new construction including incorporation of programming sequences recommended by the new ASHRAE
Guideline 36, other ways to improve occupancy based control of HVAC equipment, and chiller plant
optimization.
An important attribute of an EMS is its flexibility, which is not a characteristic called out by code. The
network control function and remote access is readily programmable to incorporate new devices and
standards to meet the requirements of typical or stretch codes or the aspirational goals for Net Zero Energy
(NZE), Living Building Challenge, Passive House, and other sustainability initiatives.
While the building code specifies controls in terms of function, it does not specify performance. Two
buildings with similar profiles can have similar EMS deployments with different energy savings outcomes.
Differences in the original building commissioning, operator vigilance, and the building owner’s tolerance for
tenant complaints will produce different energy footprints. While both buildings may be code compliant in
that the functionality has been installed and made available, the implementation and ongoing operation can
vary widely. The variability of site-specific realization rates presented in
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Table 2-10 demonstrate the variability in EMS outcomes. None of the variation in outcomes is due to
evaluator changes in baseline, but rather due to site specific operating practices.
The DNV team concludes that there is little opportunity for a new construction EMS measure that is based on
implementation of a hardware or functional specification, since these are not sufficiently different from a
code baseline to generate savings. In theory, it would be possible to establish a new construction EMS
performance-based ISP baseline that would characterize how well the average new building implements
control strategies. In practice, however, this would be challenging considering the range of operational
outcomes that are likely to be observed. We want to emphasize that these conclusions apply to ground-up
new construction and that other research is addressing replace on failure system baselines or the retrocommissioning of existing systems.
Existing buildings. The DNV team reviewed all eleven EMS projects in the two most recent electric and gas
impact evaluations. All eleven sites used an existing conditions baseline. Nine of the sites had existing
functioning EMS systems installed at the facility (or campus). The functioning systems were acceptably
controlling other HVAC equipment prior to the implementation. At these nine sites, the measures included
modifying existing control strategies, adding control to new or existing equipment through the EMS, or
adding a new control function with both required hardware and programming. Two of the sites had no EMS
previously and were installed in a fast-food service building where the primary savings were derived from
control of small kitchen appliances.
DNV team members recall sites in earlier evaluations where on more than one occasion an EMS existing
conditions baseline was disallowed because a new EMS was installed in a gut-rehab renovation or building
expansion that was required by code. Based on the ten sites in this last evaluation round, the PAs are
correctly classifying the event type for EMS projects, consistent with the P73B – EMS Baseline Opinion
Memo, February 15, 2019. However, while the baselines of EMS projects were correctly classified, the sitespecific realization rates varied widely due to operational differences that were not captured by the
applicant.

2.16 Overall Study Conclusions and Recommendations
The following are the DNV team’s conclusions and recommendations:
•

This study supports assertions made in the EMS-IWG memo that there are energy savings
opportunities with existing EMS/BAS systems. In July 2020 the Energy Management System C&I
Implementation Group (EMS-IWG) issued a memorandum called the Energy Management Systems
Baseline Opinion Statement. 16 This memo was written in response to an earlier memo issued by the
evaluation team in February 2019 called the Energy Management Systems Baseline Opinion Memo. 17
The July 2020 EMS-IWG memo reached some different conclusions than the 2019 memo and the
then current EMS program rules as to which EMS event types should be eligible for program
incentives. Most importantly the 2020 EMS-IWG memo asserted that whole EMS system
replacements, partial EMS system replacements, and component replacements should be eligible for

16 “Energy Management Systems Baseline Opinion Statement,” issued to the Massachusetts EEAC, prepared by the Energy Management System C&I

Implementation Working Group, July 23, 2020.

17 “P73 B - Energy Management Systems Baseline Opinion Memo,” issued to the Massachusetts PA C&I Research Team and Energy Efficiency Advisory

Council EM&V Consultants, prepared by Andrew Wood, Mike Rudyk, and CD Nayak of DNV GL, February 15, 2019.
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program incentives with the baseline being the pre-existing operating condition of the EMS. 18 Table
2-11 shows how these recommendations from the EMS-IWG memo fit into the larger EMS baseline
framework.
This EMS ISP study supports the assertions made in the EMS-IWG memo that energy savings
opportunities exist in the replacement and upgrading of existing EMS/BAS systems. First the EMS
ISP study did not find evidence that market forces were encouraging end users to do major
upgrades or replacements of their EMS/BAS systems as the 2019 Opinion Memo had hypothesized.
This 2019 memo had asserted that three market conditions were encouraging end users to replace
or upgrade their existing EMS systems without the need for EE program assistance. These included:
o

Improved economics encouraging EMS upgrade/replacements, 19

o

Older systems lacking institutional support for their continued performance, 20 and

o

The ease of adding new unitary equipment to an existing EMS 21

18 The EMS-IWG memo concluded that “the application of a code baseline, including new sequences of operation for replacement of components,

partial or full existing EMS is inconsistent with the direct experience of the EMS-IWG and is posing a significant barrier to achieving energy
efficiency goals, particularly relative to HVAC systems.” The EMS-IWG memo also recommended that “the EMS-IWG Baseline recommendations
outlined above should be adopted and allowed for all EMS projects undertaken until such time as a new baseline ISP study is published and
approved by the PAs and the EEAC Consultants.”

19 "…The reduction in control system costs and increase in labor and maintenance cost are two factors driving the current EMS market," the 2019

memo stated. "We have observed that some organizations now view centralized EMS systems with remote access to their portfolio or buildings
as the least cost method for managing building systems. Even without efficiency programs, organizations find it in their financial interest to
upgrade systems."

20 "[A] lack of support (including institutional knowledge) for existing older EMS systems (such as pneumatic systems) and the inability for some

systems to communicate with each other is compelling a portion of the market to upgrade," the 2019 memo stated. "The cost to upgrade may
have been prohibitive for a long time and facilities were generally able to make do with their outdated but for the most part functional systems.
Based on our team's recent evaluation experience, that is no longer the case across the market. Rather, the benefit-cost assessment has
changed for some facilities and they are upgrading as the cost of the new system no longer outweighs the cost to maintain the existing system."

21 "Most new unitary equipment arrive equipped with the capability to communicate with a new DDC system or with an independent web based

control interface. When old unitary equipment is replaced, the building therefore also achieves an expansion of the EMS system," the 2019
memo stated. " …. Rebates or incentives should be provided only when an energy efficient control strategy is also implemented."
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Table 2-11: EMS Baseline Framework
Building Type

EMS Event Type

EMS Program
Eligibility Rules Prior
to EMS-IWG Memo

2020 EMS-IWG Memo
Recommendations

New construction

New control system

Not eligible

Agrees with prior rules

Existing

Add on

Eligible

Agrees with prior rules

Existing

Component replacement

Not eligible

Event type should be
eligible with baseline
being the pre-existing operating condition

New control system, no

Existing

Eligible

Agrees with prior rules

Not eligible

Event type should be

pre-existing EMS
Partial system

Existing

replacement

eligible with baseline
being the pre-existing operating condition

Existing

System replacement

Not eligible

Event type should be
eligible with baseline
being the pre-existing operating condition

Existing

Headend update

Not eligible

Agrees with prior rules

The 2021 EMS ISP study did find evidence for some of the market trends that the 2019 memo had
mentioned such as older systems lacking institutional support for their continued performance. For
example, the EMS ISP study found that forty-four percent of the end users had concerns about their
EMS/BAS software becoming obsolete. About half (48%) of the end users were also concerned that that
the staff operating their EMS/BAS systems would leave or retire.
While the EMS ISP study found evidence that EMS/BAS end users were concerned about obsolete
software and knowledgeable system operators leaving or retiring, it found no evidence that these
concerns were driving system replacements as the memo had theorized. Instead it found that standard
practices among most EMS/BAS users in Massachusetts were to hold on to their legacy systems as long
as possible even though the performance and capabilities of these systems had deteriorated. Some of
this evidence from the EMS ISP study included:
o

Vendor perspectives on the conditions of existing EMS/BAS systems: EMS/RCx vendors
estimated that only 20% of existing Massachusetts EMS/BAS systems were totally functional
and that 13% had totally failed.

o

End user perspectives on the conditions of existing EMS/BAS systems: Twenty-eight percent
of end users said that their systems were not functioning optimally and another 13% said
that parts of their systems were not functioning optimally. A third of the end users reported
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that their systems needed repair or reprogramming. In addition, some PA and EEAC
representatives thought these end users estimates of suboptimal systems were likely
underestimates because some end users lacked the technical knowledge to judge whether
their systems were performing optimally. 22
o

The frequency of recent EMS/BAS replacements/upgrades: While 60% of end users reported
doing a recent replacement or upgrade of their EMS/BAS system, when the evaluation team
looked at the descriptions of the replacements/upgrades that the end users provided, only
one of these projects was a true EMS/BAS replacement. In most cases (80%), the projects
were expansions of the EMS/BAS systems due to new equipment or a building expansion. A
significant share of the projects (40%) also involved software upgrades.

o

End user plans for replacing/upgrading existing EMS/BAS systems: While 64% of the end
users said they were considering upgrades or replacements for their EMS/BAS systems,
most of what they described were upgrades or expansions to their existing systems rather
than wholesale replacements of their current systems.

o

End user plans to hold on to existing EMS/BAS systems: The end users who had no plans for
future system upgrades or replacements said that they planned to continue using their
systems for another seven years, on average. Most of them said that only obsolete software
or the EMS vendor no longer supporting their product would cause them to make a
wholesale change in their legacy systems. Several end users said they are using very old
versions of Internet Explorer just because it was the only way they could access the front
ends of their legacy systems.

o

The aging of existing EMS/BAS systems: Another piece of evidence that market forces were
not driving end users to replace aging or suboptimal EMS/BAS systems was the age of the
existing systems. The vendors said that the average age of failed EMS/BAS system was 17
years. The end users said that the average age of their systems was 12 years. If some of
them are planning to keep their legacy systems for another seven years, then this would put
these systems past the average failure age range.

o

Energy savings opportunities with existing EMS/BAS systems: Vendor reports of the
potential energy savings opportunities from replacing or upgrading an existing EMS/BAS
system are other evidence that market forces are not driving end users to replace their
aging or ailing systems. Seventy-nine percent of the vendors said that they do tell their
customers to expect energy savings from the new EMS/BAS systems. Their average
building-level energy savings estimates for the new EMS/BAS systems was 14%. In addition,
82% of the vendors said that they do tell their customers to expect energy savings from the
EMS/BAS system upgrades. Their average building-level energy savings estimates for these
systems upgrades was 12%. The fact that a large majority of the vendors are finding energy
savings in EMS/BAS replacements or upgrades indicates that the legacy systems were not
sufficiently optimized for energy savings. It also lends credence to the assertion in the 2020

22 The study team is currently testing this hypothesis by examining EMS front end screenshots it had collected during the virtual site visits with end

users. The team will look at the EMS frontend screenshots from five end users who said that their systems were performing optimally and
determine whether there is evidence from the screenshots which might either validate or bring into question these claims of optimal
performance.
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EMS-IWG that the Massachusetts EMS program should incentivize EMS/BAS replacement and
upgrade projects.
The vendors indicated that EMS/BAS systems had a lower level of average functionality than the end
users did, but some of this could be due to different perspectives and self-selection effects. For
example, since vendors are often called to repair failing systems, this could cause them to
overestimate the frequency of these failing systems. The EMS/BAS end user sample frame was
taken from the Massachusetts baseline study and therefore does not have the same self-selection
effects that might be present with a sample frame of participating customers, for example.23
However, companies who are willing to be surveyed for the baseline study may be more
conscientious about their energy savings practices than other customers. This could possibly make
their EMS/BAS system practices unrepresentative. Another potential source of bias would be the
unwillingness of some end users to admit that they are not maintaining their systems as regularly as
they should. Finally, as noted, some PA and EEAC representatives believed that many end users
lacked the technical knowledge to judge whether their systems were performing optimally.
•

However, challenges remain in being able to characterize the baseline operating conditions of the
existing systems to support savings claims.
While there is evidence that energy savings opportunities exist with these suboptimal EMS/BAS
systems, the challenge is how to demonstrate these energy savings. Ideally, the evaluators would
want evidence of the baseline condition -- how the legacy system was operating before the EMS/BAS
system was upgraded or replaced. And these baseline conditions are best captured by onsite
metering which can be very expensive
The vendors indicated that they currently demonstrate energy savings to their customers for
EMS/BAS system upgrades and replacements using modelling software or custom calculations. This
is encouraging in the sense that developing a baseline profile of the legacy system might be
something they could accommodate with their existing software without too much additional effort.
However, there would still have to be some verification that the model inputs are based on actual
baseline operating conditions vs. other assumptions (e.g., that equipment is running 24/7) that
would exaggerate the actual energy savings. This baseline measurement requirement would also
require more vendor education so that these baselines measurements could be made before the
legacy system is removed. Finally, some older EMS/BAS systems with memory constraints may not
be able to provide detailed trend data.
One finding from this study was that there were common themes among the vendors in terms of
how they defined a failed EMS/BAS system. For example, many of their definitions included a system
front end which was no longer controlling or communicating with the equipment it was supposed to
be controlling. Conversations with implementers of the Massachusetts EMS program also revealed
that common sources of system failure included failures of the network master panel, unitary
controller failure, and older computer systems with outdated software. It might be possible for the
evaluators, after discussions with the EEAC and the PAs, to come up with a more qualitative

23 In addition, because the study had a 50% end user response rate, the risks of self-selection effects due to low response rates is also less of a

concern.
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definition of a failed system that small customers could use to claim energy savings rather than
undertaking more expansive baseline analyses.
However, the vendors interviewed for this study also said that when customers have failed EMS/BAS
systems, most resort to manual controls. In addition, some controllers can maintain their sequences
of operations even when connection with the network is cut if they have an internal clock/timestamp
which allows them to operate based on last instructions from the EMS/BAS. So, failing to account for
those manual interventions or autonomous controllers could overestimate the potential energy
savings from replacement of a failed system. A reasonable solution might be to interview the facility
manager about the nature and frequency of any manual interventions or the presence of these
controllers with internal clocks.
Table 2-12 summarizes various approaches for defining the pre-existing operating of EMS/BAS
systems and their pros and cons.
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Table 2-12: Approaches for Defining Pre-Existing EMS/BAS Operating Conditions
Approach
Onsite data loggers

Pros
Most accurate way to capture

Cons
•

baseline operating conditions

Expensive – might require
program subsidy,

•

Data would need to be
collected before EMS
replacement/upgrade (and
for how long?)

Trend data from end users’ EMS

Less expensive than data loggers

•

Older EMS systems have

but still capturing operating

more limited capability to

conditions, vendors already using

capture system-wide trends

data in modelling software

due to memory constraints
•

Many end users would need
guidance on which data to
pull and how to pull it

Other evidence: Questions to end

Could help fill info gaps especially

users, photos of system,

when trend data is patchy, lower

baseline operating conditions

evidence of EMS vendor no

cost

by itself,

longer supporting system, billing
analysis

•

•

Likely insufficient to define

May be hard to find someone
who has expertise,
institutional memory to
answer questions

•

Many end users will need
assistance as to which
photos to take

•

Billing analysis while feasible
for gas can be difficult for
electricity

End user questions that could help identify baseline conditions and energy efficiency project
opportunities include:
•

What equipment does your EMS control when it is fully functional?

•

If your system is partially functional or performing sub-optimally:
o

How long has it been in that state?

o

Do you or your staff do any manual controls or changeovers of your equipment due to

o

What is your timeframe, if any, for getting the EMS functionality restored?

loss of EMS control? Which equipment and how frequently?
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•

Have you received notification from your EMS vendors that some system components are no
longer supported? If so, which components?

•

When is the last time that your EMS system has received service?

•

When is the last time that your EMS software been updated?

•

Has your EMS system experienced network master panel or unitary controller panel failure? If
so, when?

•

Do your controllers have the capability to maintain SOO even when no longer communicating w/
the EMS? If so, which ones?

The responses to these questions could be used as threshold evidence to support funding some sort of
baseline measurement whether with data loggers or the end users’ own trend data.
The evaluation team is in the early stages of its thinking on how to best establish these evidentiary
standards for EMS/BAS system upgrades and replacements and would welcome input from the PAs and
EEAC on these topics. One logical next step would be to convene a brainstorming session to try to come
up with some evidentiary standards.
•

Energy saving opportunities for EMS/BAS systems in new construction scenarios are limited: As
noted, this study’s examination of Massachusetts building code requirements showed that in new
construction or major gut-rehab construction, these requirements contain a comprehensive regime
of control functionality across building systems leaving only small energy savings opportunities for
EMS/BAS systems. In addition, each recent building code iteration has further reduced these
marginal opportunities by shifting sophisticated controls to smaller equipment components and
requiring control parameters to be more aggressive in reducing energy consumption.
However, savings opportunities for new construction EMS might exist in some buildings by
addressing non-building service equipment such as food service or office equipment, although these
opportunities may link to unique circumstances of a particular building or building type. Reviewers of
this report also cited other opportunities in new construction including incorporation of programming
sequences recommended by the new ASHRAE Guideline 36, other ways to improve occupancy based
control of HVAC equipment, and chiller plant optimization.

•

Increase customer and vendor education and support concerning ASHRAE guideline 36: This new
guideline: High-Performance Sequences of Operation for HVAC Systems, provides uniform
sequences of operation for HVAC systems that are designed to reduce energy consumption, cost,
and system downtime with more resilient systems, control sequence compliance, and diagnostic
software. The guideline also promotes communication between specifiers, contractors, and operators
by creating a language of common terms. However, this study found that only 27% of the vendors
and only 8% of the end users were familiar with this guideline. In addition, when the team asked the
end users: “Are you interested in implementing sequences from Guideline 36 if they can help reduce
energy use?”, 88% of the end users said they were interested with 12% saying they were unsure.
Besides this customer and vendor education, the program can further support the wider adoption of
ASHRAE guideline 36 by supporting projects which use this guideline and documenting the level of
energy savings these projects achieve.
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•

Do more marketing of the EMS incentive program: This was one of the top two vendor
recommendations for improving the current program. One vendor identified managers of buildings
with low-income housing as being good candidates for this customer education.
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Appendix A Massachusetts Building Code Requirements
for Controls
This section contains a more detailed matrix of Massachusetts building code requirements for control-related
systems.
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Table 2-13: Matrix of code requirements for control-related systems
In
Effect
IECC
2015

In
Effect
IECC
2018

Setpoints

Sequencing

Scheduling

Flow Control

Occupancy
Control

System
Checks

402 Building Envelope
N/A
403 Building Mechanical Systems
403.2 All Mechanical Systems
503.2.4.1 HVAC Thermostatic
Controls

X

503.2.4.1 Heat Pump
Supplementary Heat

X

C403.2.4.1.3 Setpoint
Overlap Restriction

X

Heating/cooling
deadband of 5
degrees

503.2.4.3 Off-Hour Controls

X

Automatic or
timed
temperature
setback

503.2.4.3.1 Thermostatic
Setback Capabilities

X

Temporarily
control zone
temperatures

503.2.4.3.2 Automatic
Setback and Shutdown
Capabilities

X

C403.2.4.3 Shutoff Dampers

X

C403.2.4.3.3 Automatic Start
Capabilities

X

C403.2.4.4 Zone Isolation

X

DNV GL – www.dnvgl.com

Control heating
and cooling in
each zone
No resistance
heating if heat
pump can do it

Automatic or
timed
temperature
setback

Seven day
start-stop
schedules
Automatically
close dampers,
with
exceptions
Automatically
adjust daily
HVAC start time
> 5,000 cfm,
independently
control
isolation
devices

March 1, 2021
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In
Effect
IECC
2015

In
Effect
IECC
2018

Setpoints

Sequencing

Scheduling

Flow Control

C403.2.4.5 Snow and Ice
Melt Controls

X

Automatically
shut off when
not needed

C403.2.4.6 Freeze Protection
System Controls

X

Automatically
shut off when
not needed

C403.2.5 Hot Water Boiler
Outdoor Temperature
Setback Control

X

C403.2.5.1 Demand Control
Ventilation

X

Demand
control
ventilation for
spaces > 500
ft2 and >= 25
people/1,000
ft2

C403.2.6 Energy Recovery
Ventilation Systems

X

Bypass or
control to
permit
economizer
operation

C403.2.6.2 Enclosed Parking
Garage Ventilation Controls

X

Stage fans or
modulate to
control air
contamination

C403.2.8 Kitchen Exhaust
Systems

X

For exhausts>
5,000 cfm,
modulate with
appliance
operation

503.2.11 Heating Outside
Building

X

Occupancy
Control

System
Checks

Control boiler
water
temperature v.
OAT

Control by
occupancy
sensor or timer

C403.3 Economizers
C403.3.1 Integrated
Economizer Control

DNV GL – www.dnvgl.com

X

Coordinate
economizer
with
mechanical
systems

March 1, 2021
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In
Effect
IECC
2015

In
Effect
IECC
2018

Setpoints

Sequencing

Scheduling

Flow Control

C403.3.1.1.1 Air Economizer
Design Capacity

X

Modulate
outdoor and
return air
dampers to
economize

C403.3.1.1.2 Air Economizer
Control Signal

X

Sequence
economizer
dampers with
mechanical
cooling

C403.3.1.1.3 Air Economizer
High-Limit Shutoff

X

Minimize
outside air
when it won't
help cooling

C403.3.1.1.4 Relief of Excess
Outdoor Air

X

Relieve excess
outdoor air
during
economizer
operation

C403.3.2 Economizer Heating
System Impact

X

Control
economizer so
it does not
increase
heating load

Occupancy
Control

System
Checks

C403.4 Hydronic and Multiple-Zone HVAC Systems
C403.4.1.1 Fan Airflow
Control

X

C403.4.1.3 Set Points for
Direct Digital Control

X

C403.4.1.4 Heated or Cooled
Vestibules
C403.4.2 Variable Air Volume
Fan Control

DNV GL – www.dnvgl.com

Vary indoor
fan airflow v.
load
Monitor zone
damper positions
or alternative
X

Limit vestibule
heating

X

Control static
pressure to
zone requiring
most pressure

March 1, 2021
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In
Effect
IECC
2015

In
Effect
IECC
2018

Setpoints

Sequencing

Scheduling

Flow Control

503.4.3 Hydronic System
Controls

X

503.4.3.3.1 Hydronic Heat
Pump Temperature Dead
Band

X

C403.4.3.3.2.2 Heat
Rejection, Climate Zones 5
through 8

X

Isolate cooling
tower from
heat
exchanger

C403.4.2.4 Part-Load
Controls

X

> 500,000
BTU/h, reset
water
temperature or
vary pump
flow

C403.4.2.4 Part-Load
Controls

System
Checks

Sequence
operation of
multiple
packaged
boilers
Ensure deadband
of at least 20
degrees

X

> 300,000
BTU/h, reset
water
temperature or
vary pump
flow

C403.4.2.5 Boiler Turndown

X

Turn down
boilers >
1,000,000
Btu/h

503.4.3.5 Pump Isolation

X

Reduce pump
flow when
parallel chillers
are shut down

C403.4.3.2.1 Heat Rejection
Equipment Fan Speed Control

X

Fans > 7.5 hp,
slow down to
control
temperature or
pressure

DNV GL – www.dnvgl.com

Occupancy
Control

March 1, 2021
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In
Effect
IECC
2015
C403.4.3.2.1 Heat Rejection
Equipment Fan Speed Control

In
Effect
IECC
2018

Setpoints

Sequencing

X

Scheduling

Flow Control

X

C403.4.3.4 Tower Flow
Turndown

X

Turn down
condenser
water flow &
run CT cells in
parallel

C403.4.4 Complex
Mechanical Systems Serving
Multiple Zones

X

Control flow of
supply air in
multi-zone
VAV systems

Operate
minimum # of
variable-speed
fans at same
speed w/o
staging

X

Detect faults in
economizer
hardware and
controls

503.4.5.1 Single Duct VAV
Systems

X

Reduce
primary air
supply before
reheating or
recooling

503.4.5.2 Dual Duct and
Mixing VAV Systems

X

Reduce flow
before mixing
with other duct

503.4.5.4 Supply-Air
Temperature Reset Control

X

C403.6.7 Parallel-Flow FanPowered VAV Air Terminal
Control
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System
Checks

Fans > 5 hp,
slow down to
control
temperature or
pressure

C403.4.3.2.2 Multiple-Cell
Heat Rejection Equipment

C403.5.5 Economizer Fault
Detection and Diagnostics

Occupancy
Control

Reset multi-zone
HVAC supply air
temperature
X

Turn off
terminal fan
except when
needed
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In
Effect
IECC
2015

In
Effect
IECC
2018

Setpoints

Sequencing

C403.7.3 Ventilation Air
Heating Control

X

Limit
temperature of
ventilation air
to multiple
zones

C403.7.6.1 Automatic
Temperature Setpoint
Controls for Guestrooms

X

Adjust cooling
and heating
setpoints after
room
unoccupied

C403.7.6.2 Ventilation
Controls

X

Scheduling

Flow Control

Occupancy
Control

Turn off
ventilation and
exhaust fans
after room
unoccupied

Turn off
ventilation and
exhaust fans
after room
unoccupied

System
Checks

C404.6 Service Water
504.3 Temperature Controls

X

C404.6 Hot Water System
Controls

X

C404.6.2 Heat Trace Systems

X

C404.6.3 Controls for Hot
Water Storage

X

C404.7 Demand Recirculation
Controls

X
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Control DHW
water
temperature
Turn off
pumps when
there is limited
hot water
demand
Adjust or shut
off if not
needed
Turn off tank
circulating
pumps when
not needed
Turn off tank
circulating
pumps when not
needed and limit
water
temperature
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Turn off tank
circulating
pumps when
not needed
and limit water
temperature
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In
Effect
IECC
2015
C404.9.2 Pool and Spa Time
Switches

In
Effect
IECC
2018

Setpoints

Sequencing

X

Scheduling

Flow Control

Occupancy
Control

System
Checks

Turn off heaters
and pumps
according to a
preset schedule

405 Electrical Power and Lighting
C405.2.1.1 Occupant Sensor
Controls

X

Turn down or
turn off lights
when
unoccupied

C405.2.1.2 Occupant Sensor
Control Function in
Warehouses

X

Control lighting
in aisleways
when
unoccupied

C405.2.1.3 Occupant Sensor
Control Function in Open
Plan Office Areas

X

Zones < 600 ft2
turn off or turn
down lights
when
unoccupied

C405.2.2 Time-Switch
Controls

X

Time switch for
lighting in all
areas w/o
occupancy
sensors

C405.2.2.1 Time-Switch
Control Function

X

7-day
programmable
time switch
where no
occupancy
sensors

505.2.2.2 Automatic Lighting
Shutoff

X

Areas < 25,000
ft2,
programmable
shut off of
lighting

505.2.2.2.2 Holiday
Scheduling

X

Shut off lighting
on holiday
schedule

C405.2.2.3 Daylight Zone
Control

X
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Independently
control lighting
in daylight
zones
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In
Effect
IECC
2015

In
Effect
IECC
2018

Setpoints

Sequencing

C405.2.3 Daylight
Responsive Controls

X

Control lighting
in daylight
zones within
sidelit and toplit
zones

C405.2.3.1 Daylight
Responsive Control Function

X

Daylight control
in toplight
independently
from sidelight
zones

405.2.5 Exterior Lighting
Controls

X

Flow Control

Occupancy
Control

System
Checks

Turn off lighting
per available
daylight and
business hours

C405.6.3 Lighting Setback

X

C406.2.6.4 Exterior Time
Switch Control Function

X

C405.2.2.3.3 Multi-Level
Lighting Controls

Scheduling

Reduce wattage
of decorative
lighting that is
not shut off
7-day
programmable
time switch

X

Adjust multilevel controls
for daylight

506 Total Building
Performance
N/A
C408 Maintenance Information and System Commissioning
C408.2.3.2 Functional
Performance Testing of HVAC
& DHW Systems

X

C408.2.3.3 Functional
Performance Testing of
Economizers

X







C408.3.1 Functional Testing
of Lighting Controls

X
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Performs as
specified



Performs as
specified




Performs as
specified
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In
Effect
IECC
2015
C408.2.5.2 HVAC & DHW
Maintenance, Calibration,
Wiring Diagrams,
Schematics, & Control
Sequences. O&M Manuals for
All Lighting Equipment
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In
Effect
IECC
2018

Setpoints

Sequencing

Scheduling

Flow Control

Occupancy
Control

System
Checks

X
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Appendix B Vendor Interview Guide
In-Depth Interview Guide
For EMS Vendors and Commissioning/RCx PROVIDERS
Interview Information
Interviewer
Completion Date

Survey Length (min)

Contact Information
Phone
Email

Call Tracking
Date/Time

Notes

Introduction
[NOTE: THE QUESTIONS IN THIS INTERVIEW GUIDE WILL NOT NECESSARILY BE READ VERBATIM BUT MAY
BE MODIFIED TO SUIT THE INTERVIEW]

1. [USE THIS INTRO ONLY IF NOT HAVE ALREADY SCHEDULED THE INTERVIEW VIA EMAIL] Hi, my name
is X OF DNV GL. We are conducting a study for [INSERT NAME OF PA LOCAL FOR VENDOR] of how
Energy Management Systems (EMS), also known as Building Automation Systems (BAS), are being used
in Massachusetts. According to our records, your company has experience installing or servicing these
EMS/BAS systems in Massachusetts and we’d like to interview you to better understand the market for
these systems in the state.
[IF THEY AGREE TO THE INTERVIEW] Before I get started, which term do you prefer – energy
management systems or building automation systems? [NOTE TO INTERVIEWERS: USE WHATEVER
TERM THEY PREFER THROUGHOUT THE REST OF THE INTERVIEW]
[IF THEY ASK HOW LONG THE INTERVIEW WLL TAKE, SAY 20 MINUTES]
[ASK IF IT’S OK TO RECORD THE CALL].
[IF THEY REFUSE THE INTERVIEW (NOT THE RECORDING), THANK THEM FOR THEIR TIME AND HANG
UP]

Company, Interviewee Background
First, I had a few background questions about you and your company.
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1. What is your job title?
2. How many years have you been involved with Energy Management Systems/Building Automation
Systems?
3. Does your firm install EMS/BAS systems? Or does it subcontract this work out?
a.

Install EMS/BAS systems

b.

Subcontract it out

c.

Both install and subcontract out
i. Other [SPECIFY]

4. I want to understand what EMS/BAS products and services your company offers. I’m going to name
several EMS/BAS services. For each one I name, please tell me if your company offers that service.
[INTERVIEWERS: AFTER YOU GO THROUGH THE LIST OF EMS/BAS SERVICES, ASK THEM IF THERE
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ARE ANY ADDITIONAL EMS/BAS SERVICES THEY OFFER THAT YOU DIDN’T MENTION. IF THEY DO
OFFER ADDITIONAL SERVICES, WRITE THEM DOWN IN 3G.]
EMS Service

Does Their Company
Offer the Service?

a.

Commissioning newly-installed
EMS/BAS systems

Yes
No
Don’t know

b.

Recommissioning or
retrocommisioning EMS/BAS
systems which have been long in

c.

Yes
No

use

Don’t know

Installing systems in existing

Yes

buildings which never had
networked EMS systems before

No
Don’t know

d.

Replacing, upgrading, or
servicing existing EMS/BAS
systems

Yes
No
Don’t know

e.

Providing routine maintenance of
the EMS/BAS system through
service contracts

Yes
No
Don’t know

f.

Any other EMS services they may

SPECIFY ____

identify

5. Of the EMS/BAS services your company offers, which two services account for the largest share of
your annual revenue?

EMS Installation, Upgrade Activities
6. [IF THEY INSTALL EMS/BAS SYSTEMS IN NEW BUILDINGS OR IN EXISTING BUILDINGS WHICH
NEVER HAD THEM BEFORE (2.=INSTALL or 4d.= YES)] When you install EMS/BAS systems in new
buildings or in existing buildings which never had EMS/BAS systems before:
a.

What kind of network architecture and front-end configuration do you typically install? (E.G.
WORKSTATION, WEB-BASED}

b.

What is the average # of output/input points controlled?
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c.

What is the average cost of these systems?

d.

For your customer base, what would be the smallest size of building where you would install
an EMS/BAS system?
i. For these smaller buildings, how would the design of the EMS/BAS system differ
from what was typical for larger systems?
1. [IF YES] How so?

e.

About what % of the time are the new EMS/BAS systems your company installed
commissioned soon after installation?
i. What does the typical Cx process look like? Do you test every point and sequence,
or sample?

f.

Does your company design/specify the systems that you install, or is that typically done by
another company like a mechanical engineering firm?”
i. Our company does the design
ii. It’s done by an outside company
iii. Other [SPECIFY]

7. In new installations where a EMS/BAS system did not previously exist, what percent of the time do
you typically install the following control strategies:
a.

Scheduling

b.

Temperature setback

c.

Optimal start/stop

d.

Dual max VAV control

e.

Trim and respond

f.

Demand controlled ventilation

g.

Air-side economizer tuning

h. HWT reset
i.

CHWT reset

j.

CWT reset

k.

DAT reset

l.

HW DP reset

m. CHW DP reset
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8. Of the EMS/BAS systems your firm services each year in Massachusetts, about what percentage of
them are on regular service contracts? ___%

Now I’d like to ask you about your experience with the Massachusetts EMS/BAS market in general, not just
about the customers you serve directly.
9. Based on your recent experience, about what % of the EMS/BAS systems in Massachusetts are:
a.

Systems that have totally failed (have no remaining functionality): __%

b.

Systems that are only partially functional: __%

c.

Systems that are fully functional but where there has been significant overriding of the
original controls?

d.

Systems that are totally functional:

%

i. About what % of these totally functional systems are pneumatic vs DDC
1. % pneumatic
2. % DDC
[REMIND THEM WE’RE TRYING TO SUM UP TO 100%]
e.

[OTHER SCENARIOS THEY MIGHT MENTION (PLEASE DESCRIBE SCENARIO) ______ __%

[NOTE TO INTERVIEWERS: THESE % SHOULD ADD UP TO 100%. IF NOT, RECHECK THEIR %
ESTIMATES]
10. How specifically would you define a failed or totally non-functional EMS/BAS system?
a.

In your own experience, what is the average age of these failed systems?

b.

What would be the average age of a failed system that had been receiving regular
maintenance?

c.

What are some typical reasons why customers allow their EMS/BAS systems to fail without
upgrading them?

d.

How do companies with failed EMS/BAS systems typically control their buildings?

e.

On average about how many years do companies with failed EMS/BAS systems typically go
on before replacing these systems?

11. Have you noticed any trends in building type, size, number of units, etc. for customers with failed or
inoperable EMS/BAS systems?
12. In buildings where you have encountered EMS/BAS systems that are only partial functional, in about
what % of the cases were the companies still using these systems?
13. Have you come across situations where customers no longer use an EMS/BAS system which is still
totally or partially functional?
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a.

[IF YES] What are some common reasons why these customers have stopped using these
systems?

b.

[IF YES] Do the reasons why customers no longer use operable EMS systems differ between
customers of different sizes or building types (e.g., schools vs retail, etc)??

1. [IF YES] What are these differences?

14. [IF THEY HAVE EXPERIENCE WITH CUSTOMERS WHO CONTINUE TO USE SYSTEMS THAT ARE
PARTIALLY FUNCTIONAL [Q12>0]]
a.

What are some common reasons why customers would continue using EMS/BAS systems
that are only partially functional or very old?

15. [IF THEY REPLACE, UPGRADE, OR SERVICE EXISTING EMS SYSTEMS (4d.=YES OR 4e.=YES]
a.

When you are replacing EMS systems, what are the most common reasons the EMS systems
are being replaced?

b.

What is the average age of the systems you replace?
i. ___________________________ # YEARS

c.

When replacing EMS systems, about what % of the time are you replacing:
i. Just components such as sensors and actuators? __%
ii. Just system hardware such as panels, front ends, communication drivers etc. ___%
iii. Both components and system hardware? __%
[MAKE SURE %s SUM TO 100%]

d.

Do the reasons for EMS/BAS system replacement differ between customers of different sizes
and building types/uses?

i. [IF YES] What are these differences?

16. When making software or hardware upgrades, are you ever making changes to the
existing control settings or sequences?
i.

[IF YES] What changes to the control settings are you typically making in these
cases?

ii. [IF YES] Why are you changing the existing control settings in these cases?
iii. [IF YES] Where are you getting the sequence of operations for the new or more
efficient control system?
17. When you are upgrading an existing EMS/BAS system, about what % of the time are you doing this
as part of an existing service contract vs. a separate customer request? [REMIND THEM WE’RE
TRYING TO SUM UP TO 100%]
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a.
b.
c.

____% of time upgrades are done as part of standard service contract
___ % of time upgrades are done in response to customer request
[IF THEY MENTION OTHER POSSIBLE REASONS, PLEASE DESCRIBE REASONS AND GET
THEIR ESTIMATE OF WHAT OF TOTAL UPGRADES THESE OTHER CASE ACCOUNT FOR]
[DESCRIBE OTHER REASONS] ____________________________________

[NOTE TO INTERVIEWERS: MAKE SURE THE %s FROM Q16a-c ADD UP TO 100%]
d.

____[IF THEY DO BOTH SERVICE-CONTRACT RELATED UPGRADES AND CUSTOMER
UPGRADES (questions a and b are both > 0%) ] What difference, if any, would there be
between the EMS/BAS upgrades that you do as part of a service contract and those you do
as part of a separate customer request or an open bid?

18. [IF THEY HAVE SERVICE CONTRACTS (4e = YES)] You mentioned earlier that you have service
contracts with some of your customers that includes regular maintenance of their EMS/BAS systems
a.

What are the typical lengths of these EMS service contracts??

b.

How often do you visit the sites which have service contracts with you?

c.

Do these service contracts include free software or hardware upgrades? Or are these an
additional cost?

d.

Do these service contracts include free re-programming? Or are these an additional cost

e.

Do the service contracts include revisions to the sequences of operations?
i. (IF YES) What considerations are motivating these upgraded sequences?

19. [IF THEY OFFER COMMISSIONING SERVICES (Q4=A)] You mentioned earlier that your company
commissions newly-installed EMS/BAS systems. What are your typical commissioning activities?

20.

[IF THEY OFFER RECOMMISSIONING OR RETROCOMMISSIONING SERVICES (Q4=B)] You
mentioned earlier that your company offers recommissioning or retrocommissioning services. What
are your typical recommissioning or retrocommissioning activities?

21. [ALL RESPONDENTS EXCEPT THOSE WHO ONLY OFFER RCX/COMMISSIONING SERVICES] When you
install a new EMS/BAS system or upgrade a legacy system, what kind of training do you provide
your customer’s employees on how to operate the new or upgraded system?

22. [RESPONDENTS WHO ONLY OFFER RCX/COMMISSIONING SERVICES] In your experience working
with EMS/BAS systems, what is the typical level of training that EMS/BAS vendors provide to their
customers on how to operate the systems?
23. [ALL RESPONDENTS EXCEPT THOSE WHO ONLY OFFER RCX/COMMISSIONING SERVICES]] When
you install or upgrade EMS/BAS systems, do you tell customers they should expect energy savings
from the new/upgraded system?
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a.

[IF YES] What level of energy savings do you tell them to expect? [TRY TO GET
INTERVIEWEE TO PROVIDE ESTIMATE IN % of ANNUAL CONSUMPTION]

b.

[IF YES] How did your company come up with this energy savings estimate?

c.

[IF YES] What EMS/BAS sequences do you typically implement to reduce customer energy
use?

24. [RESPONDENTS WHO OFFER RCX/COMMISSIONING SERVICES] When you retro-commission or
recommission EMS/BAS systems, do you tell customers they should expect energy savings from the
recommissioned/retro-commissioned system?
a.

[IF YES] What level of energy savings do you tell them to expect? [TRY TO GET
INTERVIEWEE TO PROVIDE ESTIMATE IN % of ANNUAL CONSUMPTION]

b.

[IF YES] How did your company come up with this energy savings estimate?

25. In the past year have you made any changes in the EMS/BAS services that you provide to your
customers?
a.

[IF YES] What have been these impacts?

b.

[IF NOT ALREADY MENTIONED] In the past year have you experienced any delays in getting
the products you need?

26. There is a new ASHRAE guideline 36 for programming the sequences of operations. Are you familiar
with it?
27. How frequently does your company recommend sequences outlined in ASHRAE Guideline 36: Best in
Class HVAC control sequences?
28. How frequently are your customers asking for sequences outlined in ASHRAE Guideline 36: Best in
Class HVAC control sequences?
29. [ALL RESPONDENTS] Are you aware that Mass Save Sponsors offer financial incentives for some
EMS/BAS programming upgrades?
a.

[IF YES] What could Mass Save Sponsors do to further promote energy efficiency in
EMS/BAS system design and commissioning?

That’s all the questions I had. Thank you for helping us with this market research.
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Appendix C End User Interview Guide
IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW GUIDE
For EMS Customers
Interview Information
Interviewer
Completion Date

Survey Length (min)

Contact Information
Phone
Email

Call Tracking
Date/Time

Notes

Introduction
[NOTE: THE QUESTIONS IN THIS INTERVIEW GUIDE WILL NOT NECESSARILY BE READ VERBATIM BUT MAY
BE MODIFIED TO SUIT THE INTERVIEW]

[USE THIS INTRO ONLY IF NOT HAVE ALREADY
SCHEDULED THE INTERVIEW VIA EMAIL] Hi, my name
is X OF DNV GL.
"1.

We are conducting a study for [INSERT NAME OF PA LOCAL FOR VENDOR] of how Energy

Management Systems (EMS), also known as Building Automation Systems (BAS), are being used in
Massachusetts. According to our records, your company has as EMS/BAS systems in Massachusetts and you
have supervisory responsibility for that system, and we’d like to interview you to better understand how you
use this EMS/BAS system. [MENTION REBATE AMOUNT THEY”RE ELIGIBLE FOR COMPLETING THE
INTERVIEW] "
[1.[IF THEY AGREE TO THE INTERVIEW] Before I get started, which term do you prefer – energy
management systems or building automation systems? [NOTE TO INTERVIEWERS: USE WHATEVER
TERM THEY PREFER THROUGHOUT THE REST OF THE INTERVIEW]
[IF THEY ASK HOW LONG THE INTERVIEW WLL TAKE, SAY 30 MINUTES]
[IF THEY REFUSE, THANK THEM FOR THEIR TIME AND HANG UP]

Company, Interviewee Background
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First, I had a few background questions about you and your company.
1a. What is your job title?
2.What are your responsibilities at [COMPANY X]?
3.
What is the nature of your company’s business? [NOTE: IF THIS IS ALREADY IDENTIFIED IN THE
PROJECT 41 BUILDING TYPE DATA, JUST CONFIRM THAT THIS IS CORRECT] "
4.

What is the approximate size of the building(s) which this EMS/BAS system controls?"

5.

What are the functions of this/these building(s)?"

Now I have some questions about how your organisation uses your EMS/BAS.
6.

Who within your company uses the EMS/BAS? "

7.

How does your company use the EMS/BAS?"
a.
b.

[IF NOT ALREADY MENTIONED] What equipment is controlled?"
[IF NOT ALREADY MENTIONED] How is the equipment controlled?"

c.
[IF VIRTUAL SITE VISIT] Can you show us a picture of the interface/dashboard for your
EMS/BAS?"
8.

Do you have a vendor that services or recommissions this EMS/BAS?"
a.

[IF YES] Who is this vendor?"

b.

[IF YES] What services does this vendor provide? "

c.

[IF YES] Do you have a service contract with this vendor?"

9.

How often does your company use the EMS/BAS?"

10.

How often does your company make changes to the EMS/BAS?"

11.

Who in your company decides how the EMS/BAS operates?"

12.

Does your company have any concerns that the staff operating this EMS may leave/retire?

13.

Does your company have any concerns about the software for your EMS/BAS being out-of-date?

14.
How old is your current EMS/BAS? [NOTE TO INTERVIEWERS: IF THE PROJECT 41 DATA ALREADY
PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION, JUST CONFIRM THE SYSTEM AGE WITH THE INTERVIEWEE]
15.
How many input points (temp, rH, etc.) does the EMS/BAS have? [NOTE TO INTERVIEWERS: IF THE
PROJECT 41 DATA ALREADY PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION, JUST CONFIRM THE # OF INPUT POINTS WITH
THE INTERVIEWEE]
a.

Of the installed input points, what percentage are still operating?
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16.
How many output points (damper or valve actuators and on/off relays) does the EMS/BAS
have/control? [NOTE TO INTERVIEWERS: IF THE PROJECT 41 DATA ALREADY PROVIDES THIS
INFORMATION, JUST CONFIRM THE # OF OUTPUT POINTS WITH THE INTERVIEWEE]
a.
Of the installed output points, what percentage are still operating and/or not switched to
override?
17.

Have any of the EMS/BAS controls been overridden?
a.

[IF YES] Which ones?

b.

[IF YES] For approximately how long have they been overridden?

18.

How often does your company monitor the performance of its EMS/BAS?

19.

Is your company’s EMS/BAS functioning in an optimal manner?

20.

a.

[IF NO] Why not?

b.

[IF NO] For approximately how long has it been operating in this suboptimal manner?

Is your company’s EMS/BAS in need of repair or re-programming?
a.

[IF YES] What aspects of the system need repair or re-programming?

21.
[IF THEY INDICATED THAT THEY HAVE A SERVICE CONTRACT WITH A COMPANY (Q8C) (Question
8C, row 32] You mentioned earlier you have a service contract for your EMS/BAS. How frequently does this
vendor service your EMS/BAS?
22.
Did your company recently replace, expand, upgrade or reprogram its current EMS? [NOTE TO
INTERVIEWERS: THE P41 CALLBACK INFO MAY ALREADY IDENTIFIED THIS AS HAPPENED, IN WHICH CASE
YOU JUST NEED TO CONFIRM THIS INFORMATION]
a.

[IF YES] Approximately when was this upgrade/expansion/replacement made?

b.

[IF YES] Why did your company do this upgrade/expansion/replacement?

c.

[IF YES] Who in your company made the EMS replacement/expansion/upgrade decision?

d.
[IF YES] Does the new EMS have control sequences like those of your previous system? Or
different?
i.
[IF DIFFERENT] Were these new control sequences specified by someone in your
company? Or have you left this specification up to the vendor?
1.
[IF THEY DID THE SPECIFICATION IN-HOUSE] Who in your company was
responsible for this redesign?
2.
[IF THEY DID THE SPECIFICATION IN-HOUSE] How were the goals for this
redesign determined?
ii.
[IF DIFFERENT] How is information about the new sequences conveyed to the
vendor?
iii.
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[IF DIFFERENT] How is the performance of the new sequences to be validated?
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23.

Is your company considering upgrading, expanding or replacing its current EMS/BAS?"
a.

[IF YES] When is your company planning to do this upgrade/replacement/expansion?"

b.

[IF YES] Why is it considering an upgrade/replacement/expansion?"

c.

[IF YES] Who in your company is making this EMS decision? "

d.
[IF YES] Would the new EMS/BAS have control sequences like those of the current system?
Or different?
i.
[IF DIFFERENT] Will these new control sequences specified by someone in your
company? Or will you leave this specification up to the vendor?
1.
[IF THEY PLAN TO DO THE SPECIFICATION IN-HOUSE] Who in your company
will be responsible for this redesign?
"2.
[IF THEY PLAN TO DO THE SPECIFICATION IN-HOUSE] How will the goals for
this redesign be determined?
ii.

[IF DIFFERENT] How will the performance of the new sequences be validated? "

e.

[If YES] What components of the system is your company thinking of replacing?"

f.

[IF NO] Why isn’t your company planning to replace/upgrade its current EMS/BAS? "

g.
[IF NO] How much longer do you think you could continue using your current EMS/BAS
before it would need to be replaced or upgraded?"
24. Are you familiar with ASHRAE Guideline 36?
Has any EMS vendor suggested any of the best in class sequences of operation discussed in ASHRAE
guideline 36?
Does your EMS/BMS currently use any sequences from Guideline 36?
Are you interested in implementing sequences from Guideline 36 if they can help reduce energy use?
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About DNV GL

DNV GL is a global quality assurance and risk management company. Driven by our purpose of safeguarding
life, property and the environment, we enable our customers to advance the safety and sustainability of
their business. We provide classification, technical assurance, software and independent expert advisory
services to the maritime, oil & gas, power and renewables industries. We also provide certification, supply
chain and data management services to customers across a wide range of industries. Operating in more
than 100 countries, our experts are dedicated to helping customers make the world safer, smarter and
greener.
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